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1. Abstract 
 

This analysis is based on the relation between the cultural diplomacy and the project 

management, i.e. on the effects that foreign support and cultural exchange have on the 

sustainability of the projects and organizations that are developing them. 

The starting point comes from the fact that I, being employed at the Embassy of Sweden in 

Belgrade for the past eight years, have had the opportunity to witness the activities of its 

Department for Press, Information and Cultural Affairs, especially during the engagement of 

the temporarily employed Cultural Counsellor Helene Larsson (2009-2012), with whom I 

even had the chance to cooperate more closely at the very end of her post in Belgrade. 

By taking keen interest into the Department’s activities, I have realized that the Embassy of 

Sweden has cooperated closely with many cultural institutions in Serbia, but also with the 

members of the Serbian independent scene, using cultural diplomacy as a tool to build 

capacities of the Serbian organizations, but also to significantly increase and improve the 

cultural relations and exchange between the two countries. This exchange had existed long 

before the Cultural Counsellor’s mandate began, but during that mandate the number of 

activities increased significantly, supported politically, financially and institutionally by 

various Swedish authorities and institutions. 

After Helene Larsson’s mandate ceased, a question of the Serbian independent organizations 

emerged, since a number of projects/programmes were initiated during Larsson’s engagement 

in Serbia, and it was expected that these programmes would carry on even without the direct 

support and the powerful position of a foreign cultural counsellor. It turned out that certain 

organizations handled the new circumstances more readily than others, applying strategies 

from the theory of Adaptable Quality Management in order to sustain, but also coming to 

solutions spontaneously, on their own, in very creative ways, based on their earlier 

experiences and, not rarely, on their entrepreneurial spirit. 

Through a thorough research and intense contact with the organizations that have mostly 

been in contact with the Embassy of Sweden and Helene Larsson for the past few years, 
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various data have been collected and conclusions drawn. The research questions were mostly 

related to the organizations’ idea of what cultural and self-sustainability is and what role did 

the Swedish Cultural Counsellor had in it. The interviewees were also asked to evaluate their 

own work and the factors that can affect its sustainability, but also to assess the level of 

excellence of their programmes, which I tried to bring into connection with one another. The 

cultural workers’ views on the overall cultural sustainability were also analysed. 

The main hypothesis is as follows: The intercultural programmes developed within cultural 

diplomacy actions should be able to sustain in longer perspective as independent programmes 

or projects even without the support from Sweden, thanks to the organizations’ developed 

capacities and the excellence of their programmes. 

The research has shown that most of the organizations, however different their fields of work 

could be, agree that the cultural quality, programme relevance, innovativeness and personal 

motivation were the key factors of a programmes sustainability and excellence. The cultural 

sustainability was achieved through the cultural workers’ need to be socially engaged and to 

include as many communities as possible into their programmes and activities.  

The cooperation with the foreign donors is seen as one of the main funding resources and 

factors of sustainability, but also as a means to realize contacts for future partnerships and 

collaborations that would lead to more lasting ways of support and sustainability. The role of 

the Swedish Cultural Counsellor is seen as something very important for the development of 

the organizations in question, mostly through achieved institutional support, increase of 

visibility and credibility and widened networking possibilities, although the purpose of the 

Counsellor’s temporary post is questioned. 

Key words: self-sustainability, cultural sustainability, factors of sustainability, cultural 

policy, foreign policy, public diplomacy, programme excellence, adaptable quality 

management, strategic planning, etc. 
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2. Introduction 
 

I have been working at the Embassy of Sweden in Belgrade for the past eight years. Although 

my main duties have most closely been connected to the Migration Department, I had the 

opportunity to assist and at times work closely with the Department for Press, Information 

and Cultural Affairs, transformed into the Political, Trade and Public Diplomacy Section 

since the beginning of 2013. The most significant result of my involvement was a 

coordination of the project concerning a publication conceived by Helene Larsson, the former 

Swedish Cultural Counsellor to Serbia (better known in Serbia as the Swedish Cultural 

Attaché), who engaged into giving a non-orthodox retrospective of the international cultural 

activities and exchange during her nearly four year’s mandate in Belgrade, adequately 

naming the publication This Is Not a Report – Cultural Exchange Sweden/Serbia 2009-2012. 

 

The cultural exchange and the activities at the then Department for Press, Information and 

Cultural Affairs, even prior to the Cultural Counsellor’s mandate, gave me a partial insight 

into what cultural diplomacy, project management, international cultural cooperation and 

cultural sustainability are and could be. Working closely with the Swedish Cultural 

Counsellor was even more inspiring, setting my course towards the current master studies at 

the University of Arts in Belgrade. 

 

Having witnessed the incessant cultural exchange between Swedish and Serbian institutions, 

cultural workers and artists, orchestrated solely by Slavica Marković Sandić, the only person 

having worked at the Department before 2009, I became even more impressed how a position 

of a cultural counsellor from Sweden could put a new perspective to the already well-

established cooperation between the two countries. Helene Larsson saw her own position at 

the Embassy as a platform for encounters between Serbia and Sweden that would assist other 

people’s development, kick-starting an abundant series of projects supported by the Embassy 

of Sweden, the Swedish Ministry of Culture, the Swedish Institute and the Swedish Arts 

Council. 
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The Embassy initiated and supported Swedish participation at exhibitions, conferences and 

workshops, with the focus on innovative and sustainable design, urban development through 

culture, role of the museum and its development, models for cultural exchange and 

residencies, contemporary art and innovative culture, children’s right to culture and 

education, literature, film and innovative leadership. A significant consideration was taken 

regarding the new role of the cultural diplomacy, facilitating exchange of ideas and building 

relationships. Many projects have thus created long-term cultural interactions between the 

institutions and the civil society in Serbia. 

 

The partial withdrawal of funds and the termination of the Swedish Cultural Counsellor’s 

assignment in Serbia at the eve of 2013 have had consequences that have yet to be addressed 

– hence this research. Since the beginning of 2013, the Embassy of Sweden has been 

approached by the Serbian cultural workers wondering how to continue cooperation between 

the two countries. My presumption was that, in the period that followed, some cultural 

organizations and institutions had to face certain reorganization and reprogramming, turn to 

other sources of funding, explore new models of partnership and networking and new ways 

of project management in order to keep their projects sustainable. The independent cultural 

scene, unlike the state institutions, has been more dependent on the support from abroad and 

that is why the lack of that support affects the independent scene more drastically than it does 

to the official cultural institutions in Serbia. The focus on the independent cultural scene is 

given also because Helene Larsson recognized the organizations from this sphere as the most 

progressive and most open for cooperation. 

 

I find this topic important not only from the perspective of me being an employee of the 

Embassy of Sweden – taking a keen interest in the effects of the Swedish Cultural 

Counsellor’s mandate in Serbia, but also from the perspective of me as a future cultural 

worker, wanting to participate in the development of the cultural life in my home country. It 

is my strong opinion that the Serbian cultural programmes should generally be more 

independent and self-sustainable than they used to be in the period of transition in the first 

decade of the 21
st
 century. My research has partially proved my presumption right and I hope 

to be able to give some applicable recommendations with this thesis. 

 

A representative sample for the research was taken from the Embassy of Sweden’s data bases 

where all the projects of the cultural exchange between Sweden and Serbia since 2009 have 
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been listed. Moreover, both Helene Larsson and her associate Slavica Marković Sandić 

reported regularly to both the Swedish Ministry of Foreign Affairs and the Ministry of 

Culture, thus revealing certain connections between the Swedish cultural policies and the 

development of the cultural projects in Serbia. The projects that were repeatedly in focus year 

after year concerned museum development, children’s right to culture, cultural mobility, 

cultural entrepreneurship and design as well as mentorship programmes. There were other 

significant collaborations between the Swedish artists/cultural workers and the Serbian 

independent scene, but these projects don’t seem to have gained the Embassy’s perpetual 

support or the cooperation existed independently, without the Embassy’s intervention. The 

analysis will address some of those organizations and check the sustainability of their 

projects as well. Although the cooperation between the above specified organizations and the 

Embassy had been perpetual and seemingly sustainable at the time, not all of the 

organizations’ projects have been equally successful.  

 

Sifting through the Embassy’s data regarding the perpetual collaborations with the 

representatives of the independent organizations in Serbia in the past years, I have realized 

that their number is not so large not to be included in this research. The Embassy’s 

communication and public diplomacy officer, Slavica Marković Sandić, and the former 

cultural counsellor Helene Larsson have too given their perspective on the Swedish-Serbian 

cultural cooperation through interviews performed in person and via telephone/internet, 

respectively. The organizations whose projects have sustained will be looked upon more 

closely in this paper, in the form of case studies. 

 

2.1 Aims and Objectives of the Research 
 

Helene Larsson’s mandate ceased almost two years ago, in November 2012. Together with 

her post, a valuable support, both institutional and fund-related, left Serbia in its previously 

recognized and appreciated form. The Embassy of Sweden changed the course itself – 

towards public diplomacy and the promotion of Sweden, leaving a multitude of projects 

seemingly on their own, but with – supposedly – a strong set of established connections and a 

solid base for the future cooperation, though in many cases without the Embassy as an 

intermediary. This research assessed the state of those connections and the links between the 
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realized projects, the shifts on the Embassy’s course and the independent cultural scene in 

Serbia. 

 

The aim of the thesis is thus to assess whether Helene Larsson’s aim of assisting the 

development of Serbian cultural workers has found ground in Serbia in the period that 

followed her departure.  

 

 To this end, I first attempted to outline a general theoretical model for sustainable 

forms of international cultural cooperation. I considered not only general and well-

established principles of international development, but also new theories specific to 

cultural development, such as cultural sustainability, adaptable quality management 

and cultural diplomacy (chapter 3). 

 Next, I checked the cultural projects established by the Swedish Cultural Counsellor 

Helene Larsson during her mandate against this theoretical model (chapters 4 and 5). 

More precisely, through interviews with the beneficiaries and the analysis of project 

data, I created a pool of case studies which enabled me to assess to what extent the 

cultural projects supported by Helene Larsson managed to operate independently over 

time (and, crucially, after the Swedish Embassy funding ceased). 

 Based on the results of the case-study analysis, I then tried to identify the country-

specific factors which, in my opinion, determined the sustainability of certain 

international cultural exchange projects between Serbia and Sweden in the past years 

(chapter 6) 

 Finally, I attempted to develop some policy recommendations aimed at enhancing the 

sustainability, and the ultimate success, of future cultural cooperation projects in 

Serbia (chapter 7).   

2.2 The Research Questions and the Hypotheses 
 

The research questions are focused around the notion of the cultural sustainability and the 

definition of it, within the scope of the theory of the adaptable quality management (AQM) in 

turbulent circumstances. What does a cultural project’s sustainability depend on? Is a 

project’s success measured by its sustainability as well? What does define a successful 

project? Why and when does a project grow into an ongoing activity or a programme? How 
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does culture fit in the theory of the sustainable development? Are the strategic planning and 

the organization’s sustainability in the direct connection to the project sustainability? 

 

When speaking of the cultural diplomacy, the main question is – how does the cultural 

diplomacy affect the sustainability of the supported projects? What is the purpose of a 

cultural counsellor and the counsellor’s one-time mandate? What kind of relation do the 

cultural exchange, cultural diplomacy and the cultural sustainability stand in? Although 

Serbia doesn’t have a well-developed cultural diplomacy, it is important to stress out the 

good practise that Sweden has had towards Serbia, in accordance to its foreign and cultural 

policies. 

 

The main question that connects the two fields given in the paragraphs above is how 

significant the cooperation with the Swedish cultural institutions has been for the Serbian 

cultural workers, that is: have the projects deriving from the platform that Helene Larsson 

had “represented” sustained – and if they have, in what form and with what intensity? 

 

The main hypothesis is as follows: The intercultural programmes developed within cultural 

diplomacy actions should be able to sustain in longer perspective as independent programmes 

or projects even without the support from Sweden, thanks to the organizations’ developed 

capacities and the excellence of their programmes. 

 

The supporting hypotheses: 

1. The project sustainability will rather depend on its excellence, organization’s 

openness to enter partnerships and networks, as well as the capability and the 

resourcefulness of the projects’ pursuers. 

2. Diversification of funds together with the diversification of programmes and their 

methods of realisation should also be one of the keys to the organizations’ 

sustainability. 

3. The Swedish programme for institutional support left a solid basis for the projects to 

develop more independently. 

 

By probing the organizations’ sense of fulfilment of the parameters of excellence in the case 

of their Swedish-Serbian projects, as well as their general notion of which of these 

parameters are crucial for the project sustainability, I am going to check if any of the 
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parameters overlap on the axis fulfilment-importance, and realize whether they can be seen as 

parameters of sustainability as well. No measurable indicators can be used in this research – 

the criteria will be rather subjective, varying from one organization to another, which has 

already been established through the interviews I had – the organizations’ notion of the 

parameters’ relevance is more an illustration and a guideline for the qualitative analysis than 

a substantial material for a quantitative analysis. Each organization has its own criteria of 

what is e.g. openness, innovative approach, accessibility, etc. I have however asked the 

organizations’ representatives to motivate their answers, and this information was sometimes 

more valuable than the grade itself that the interviewees were giving for each of the 

parameters. That is why the data acquired in this research will be analysed through a 

qualitative rather than a quantitative approach. 
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3. Theoretical Framework 
 

3.1 Cultural Sustainability 
 

“Sustainability, as it has become formally adopted around the world, has not one but three 

pillars: ecological sustainability, social sustainability and economic sustainability. Some 

would argue that there should be four pillars and that cultural sustainability should always 

be included. We agree with this view. D. Yencken and D. Wilkinson”
1
 

Apart from The Fourth Pillar of Sustainability which was quoted above, there are various 

programmes with the aim to integrate culture in the sustainable development framework. For 

instance, Agenda 21 for culture
2
 is conceived as the reference document for creation of the 

cultural policies. COST Action IS1007 (2011–2015) Investigating Cultural Sustainability
3
 

also analyses the role of culture in the sustainable development based on multidisciplinary 

principles.  

The term cultural sustainability is somewhat vague and still not precisely defined 

scientifically. Descriptions and connotations of it have been given in various articles, lectures 

and conventions around the globe, and the following common conclusions can quite loosely 

be drawn from the readings: culture is no doubt one of the components crucial for the overall 

sustainable development of the community (apart from the social, economic and 

environmental component, as suggested by Jon Hawkes); the cultural sustainability is in 

direct connection and interdependence with the sustainability of the cultural 

projects/activities; the community and the local context are decisive for a true application of 

the cultural sustainability. 

In order to be completely certain of the culture’s implications for the sustainable 

development, cultural indicators would have to be defined, fully recognized and measured, 

but “cultural indicators, as with other social indicators, are still largely under development, 

                                                 
1 Jon Hawkes: The fourth pillar of sustainability: culture's essential role in public planning, Humanities.com, 

2001, p. 25  
2 United Cities and Local Governments - Committee on culture: Cultural indicators and Agenda 21 for culture, 

Barcelona, 2006, http://www.agenda21culture.net/  
3 http://www.cost.eu/domains_actions/isch/Actions/IS1007  

http://www.agenda21culture.net/
http://www.cost.eu/domains_actions/isch/Actions/IS1007
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particularly in their relevance to policymaking and program delivery. There are therefore 

reasons to be wary of cultural indicator frameworks that have been developed to date.”
4
 

According to the different studies referred to in the Memorandum of Understanding for the 

implementation of a European Concerted Research Action designated as COST Action 

IS1007: Investigating Cultural Sustainability, it is also stated that the frameworks and 

indicators for cultural sustainability assessments have yet to be investigated, but there are 

some notions of what the cultural sustainability is mostly associated with, in what contexts it 

is most discernible and in which respects it can obviously be linked to the sustainable 

development in general:  

1. “Cultural sustainability requires the recognition of local cultural values, equal rights 

and cultural logic of the respective communities in policy planning and decision-

making, providing support for community-based or participatory approaches. 

Moreover, it has been noted that development should not take place at a rate that 

exceeds the ability of the local communities to adapt to change;”
5
  

2. “Cultural sustainability has been associated with the role of art, creativity and cultural 

activities for community vitality and community planning of urban and rural areas. 

(…) Moreover, the promotion of cultural diversity and the preservation and 

conservation of tangible and intangible local cultural heritage have been considered 

important for both cultural and economic development;”
6
 

3. “Cultural sustainability has been viewed as a dimension of sense of place (…) and 

local or place-based self-sustainable development. (…) [Here] the territory is 

considered as an entity that is given priority in place-consciousness: a reflexive 

relation with local identity;”
7
 

4. “Cultural sustainability has been understood as a sustainable way of life, based on 

ethical choices in the everyday activities, consumption of products and services in 

relation to the environment and other people”;
8
 

5. “The so-called bio-cultural approach to sustainability highlights the importance of 

diversity of life in all of its manifestations, i.e. biological, cultural, and linguistic, 

                                                 
4 United Cities and Local Governments - Committee on culture: Cultural indicators and Agenda 21 for culture, 

Barcelona, 2006, http://www.agenda21culture.net/ 
5 http://w3.cost.eu/fileadmin/domain_files/ISCH/Action_IS1007/mou/IS1007-e.pdf, p. 7 
6 Ibid. 
7 Ibid. 
8 Ibid., p. 8 

http://w3.cost.eu/fileadmin/domain_files/ISCH/Action_IS1007/mou/IS1007-e.pdf
http://w3.cost.eu/fileadmin/domain_files/ISCH/Action_IS1007/mou/IS1007-e.pdf
http://w3.cost.eu/fileadmin/domain_files/ISCH/Action_IS1007/mou/IS1007-e.pdf
http://www.agenda21culture.net/
http://w3.cost.eu/fileadmin/domain_files/ISCH/Action_IS1007/mou/IS1007-e.pdf
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which are interrelated (and possibly co-evolved) within a complex socio-ecological 

adaptive system. (…) It is suggested that these diversities do not exist in separate and 

parallel realms, but they rather interact with and affect one another in complex 

ways.”
9
 

The cultural sustainability in Serbia, however, has its own peculiarities due to the constant 

crises this society has been subjected to for the past decades. The above listed manifestations 

of the cultural environment and its sustainability become endangered in different ways, 

factors of which are given in the textbook on Arts Management in Turbulent Times by Milena 

Dragićević Šešić and Sanjin Dragojević: 

1. Crisis in public policies and public sector induces the liberalisation of the cultural 

policies and shatters the fragile balance between the sectors and the levels; 

2. The lack of communication between the sectors affects the civil sector the most, 

which hinders further development of the cultural entrepreneurship; 

3. Cultural institutions lose their social role and further de-professionalization is under 

way, straying away from the demands of the world market; 

4. The local market gets necessarily affected by the deterioration of the taste and values 

among the local audience, deepening the crisis within the institutions and 

organizations. 

The cultural and educational institutions and cultural centres are the representatives of the 

public sector and its efforts to implement cultural policies and present their “products” on the 

market. The private sector enables the “production”, while the civil sector mostly takes part 

in recognizing or creating the “popular demand”. The crisis endangers the administration and 

distances the centres of policy making from the actual cultural field that represents the needs 

of the society. The total set of socio-economic values prevents the empowerment of the 

private and civil sector and the development of a more entrepreneurial culture, necessary for 

the cultural and self-sustainability. And it is precisely the civil sector that, through the 

cooperation with the private sector, mostly finds innovative solutions in order to affect and 

improve the cultural policies most openly represented by the institutions from the public 

sector. This kind of progressiveness suited the Swedish programme of the intercultural 

cooperation and that is why it was the representatives of the civil society that were 

recognized as the Serbian culture’s key players by the Swedish Cultural Counsellor. 

                                                 
9 Ibid., p. 8  
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It is precisely somewhere among these obstacles that the civil society found its arguable way 

to thrive and develop, against all odds, almost taking over the role of the public sector. It is 

not always easy, and the situation has slightly changed since the lines below have been 

written: 

“Sustainability of non-governmental organizations and civil associations is one of the key 

issues for the development of the civil sector. Although, these organisations are mostly 

financed by member fees, donations and voluntary work given by its members, those who 

wish to conduct more significant projects in the local community or in the region must spend 

a great deal of time and energy on fundraising, which includes the acquiring of their own 

funds, collecting donations and subsidies and entering into partnerships.  

Unfortunately, the sustainability of the entire sector depends on the will, the initiative and the 

support of international organisations. This leads to a very high level of instability in the 

functioning of non-governmental organisations (which has been already proven by the partial 

withdrawal of the Soros foundation from the scene, after which numerous non-governmental 

organisations fell into a true existential crisis). A greater sustainability of this sector could be 

achieved through systematic legislative support to the non-governmental organisations. For 

example, such support might give donors to this sector the right to tax reductions but also 

give the right for non-governmental organisations to develop commercial activities. Such 

forms of help are areas which the civil sector could lobby for, both in Parliament and in 

Government.“
10

  

As the subject of this thesis is closely related to the above mentioned shifts in funding of the 

cultural scene in Serbia, and taking into account the foreseen possible scenarios stated above, 

we can make an introductory remark
11

 and state that some points have indeed become a 

reality: the organizations have undeniably struggled lately to keep their funds regular and 

renewable, finding creative ways to join forces with others in order to make their projects 

work, being simultaneously aware that the withdrawal of the foreign funds is inevitable and 

that one would have to regroup, reorganize and change the tactics of survival. A couple of 

dozens of independent organizations have thus formed a platform called Association 

Independent Cultural Scene of Serbia (ICSS) in 2011. 

                                                 
10 Dragićević Šešić, M. and Dragojević, S. (2007) Intercultural Mediation, DVD edition, Belgrade: University of 

Arts: http://www.academica.rs/academica/Sesic-Dragojevic_Intercultural-mediation-DVD_2007.pdf  
11  The situation will be analyzed further in the chapters dedicated to the case studies. 

http://www.nezavisnakultura.net/index.php/sr-YU/
http://www.nezavisnakultura.net/index.php/sr-YU/
http://www.academica.rs/academica/Sesic-Dragojevic_Intercultural-mediation-DVD_2007.pdf
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The Association ICSS consists of 91 member organizations today. Through cultural 

exchange, capacity building and a dialogue with the decision makers, this platform aspires to 

develop innovative cultural practices, have an impact on cultural policies in the country and 

establish more decentralized and spread activities both in the country and regionally. The 

Association ICSS signed in January 2011 the Protocol of Collaboration with the then 

Ministry of Culture, but due to the constant changes of ministers (as well as the governments) 

since then, little has been done in order to improve this collaboration. The Ministry of Culture 

was obliged to help the independent organizations mostly by providing space and facilities as 

well as relative media coverage of the activities carried out by the members of the 

Association. The Ministry was even to take into consideration possible concessions and 

grants allocated for the ICSS, as well as the capacity building of the organizations and taking 

more proactive part in the decentralization of the cultural development in Serbia. 

Unfortunately, the Protocol ceased to exist in October 2013 and the question of further 

cooperation remains open. “A big obstacle in the collaboration was the frequent change of 

Ministers. With each new Minister there was a need for re-establishing contact, explanation 

of the protocol and collaboration. Regardless of the cordial atmosphere of the meetings, 

nothing has been done. Association ICSS has to accept partial guilt for the failure in this area, 

since there was a lack of initiation and agility. Therefore, we can conclude that influence of 

ICSS on decision makers and cultural policies was significantly small.”
12

 

However, some of the founders of the Association ICSS have nevertheless had a significant 

impact both on the cultural policies in Serbia throughout the years, but also on the cultural 

sustainability in general, which will also be addressed in the case studies, since those 

organizations worked closely with the Swedish Cultural Counsellor and the Embassy’s 

Department for Press, Information and Cultural Affairs.  

 

 

 

 

                                                 
12 Vranić, N. (2013) Role of Networks in Cultural Cooperation, Case Study: Association Independent Culture 

Scene of Serbia, Belgrade, University of Arts in Belgrade   

http://www.nezavisnakultura.net/images/dokumenta/Protokol%20o%20saradnji%20Asocijacije%20NKSS%20i%20Ministarstva%20kulture%20Republike%20Srbije.pdf
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3.2 Adaptable Quality Management 
 

“Organisations have themselves realised that the insistence on their own fundamental 

activities and improving their own artistic excellence is the best guarantee of their survival 

and of securing quality action, as well as for achieving recognition throughout the wider 

community.”
13

 The development and preservation of programme excellence requires the 

establishment of a special type of arts management, while it at the same time lays “emphasis 

on the selection and implementation of management knowledge and skills that promise to be 

most effective in combating turbulence and securing internal stability. This approach is 

named Adaptable Quality Management (AQM).”
14

 

On the institutional level, it can also be defined as the “ability to apply and adapt codified 

(formalised) knowledge in specific circumstances subject to rapid change,”
15

 the strategic 

plan being its central mechanism. The strategic planning is a process consisting of the plan, 

its implementation, evaluation, and – preferably, progress and further development.  

The non-governmental organizations that got developed in Serbia for the past two decades 

seem to have understood the need of the new strategies immediately, having been “thrown 

into the fire” from the very beginning, unlike the old institutions which needed to reassess 

their positions, having gone through different regimes since the 20
th

 century. In addition, the 

induced need for the strategies with the independent organizations is in direct connection 

with their sustainability, since those organizations lack regular funding from the state – 

unfortunately, the public sector has proved in the same decades when the independent 

organizations started to flourish that some official institutions may be sustainable even 

without any strategic planning, programme quality improvement or capacity building, all 

thanks to the state funding. 

Based on the interviews held with the representatives of the independent cultural 

organizations in Belgrade for the purposes of this thesis, it can be said that some of the 

organizations realized retrospectively that they indeed developed certain strategies in order to 

survive, mostly in an ad hoc manner. The effort for the development of the strategies was, 

however, invested for the same reasons as any other organization on the market would do: in 

order to achieve better stability, preparedness for the unexpected blows, flexibility towards 

                                                 
13 Dragićević Šešić, M. and Dragojević, S. (2005) Arts Management in Turbulent Times – Adaptable Quality 

Management, Amsterdam: European Cultural Foundation, Boekmanstudies, p. 18-19. 
14 Ibid., p. 19 
15 Ibid., p. 53 
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the changes, negotiating positions, credibility and visibility as well as to enhance the 

programme quality. In that respect we can differentiate several strategies for the development 

of the organizations and their programmes, according to the AQM approach
16

: 

1) Programming and organisational competitive strategies: 

• diversification of programmes; 

• diversification of resources; 

• increasing the volume of production and services: the organisation’s growth (increased number of personnel); 

• commercialisation of programmes and the spread of services; 

• audience development and market expansion; 

• programme-focused orientation/shrinking of the organisation (declining numbers of personnel); 

 

2) Quality achievement strategies: 

• support for quality development: achievement of excellence; 

• strategy of harmonisation with professional standards of operation; 

• securing (exclusive) licensing rights; 

• education and transfer of knowledge; 

 

3) Strategies of linkage: 

• orientation towards partnership/co-productions; 

• networking; 

• internationalisation; 

• decentralisation of activities; 

• inter-sectorial linkage; 

 

4) Strategies to engage the public: 

• positioning in the public domain and working towards public visibility; 

• lobbying and support-gathering strategies; 

• public commitment strategies and changes in the public space; 

 

5) Strategies to secure sustainability: 

• strategy of minimal self-sustainability; 

• merging strategy; 

• strategy of privatisation; 

• migration strategy; 

 

6) ‘Sunsetting’ (exit strategy): 

• strategy of dissolution, with the preservation of institutional achievements and collective memory. 

 

Throughout the analysis of the material attained in this research it can be noticed that the 

successful independent organization applied most of the given strategies and their options, 

and even added some of their own ideas of a successful management – further to be analysed 

in the case studies. 

                                                 
16 Ibid., p. 89-90. 
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Although the AQM approach supposes that an organization/institution is already well-

established and that it is precisely in its peak where it should make evaluations in order to 

develop further, the independent organizations have less luxury to make such evaluations 

after a certain period of time, but should rather be ready and flexible to adapt their activities 

to the turbulences on the cultural scene and the general shifts in the society that strike Serbia 

way too frequently – in order to survive. Turbulent circumstances induce the development of 

innovativeness with the strong organizations, while the organizations whose activities are 

based on old routines and mediocrity cannot endure such reality bites. 

The purpose of AQM is to make evaluations out of the applied ad hoc solutions and use them 

in future, thus ensuring not a mere survival, but further development of the organizations that 

are ready to be innovative and constantly change and adapt. One of the key tasks of the 

strategic planning is to define the qualitative parameters for the evaluation of the excellence 

of an organization and its programmes. For instance, the interviewees of this research were 

asked to evaluate the parameters given in the above quoted textbook of AQM, while their 

relationship towards the highly valued levels of excellence was compared with the achieved 

levels of excellence. This self-evaluation gave the interviewed managers of the cultural 

organizations opportunity to analyse the development of their organization, its priorities and 

goals, and to estimate which parameters of excellence mattered most in the realization of 

their programmes. 

Apart from the eleven parameters listed in the Chapter 6, the author of this thesis came up 

with the additional seven parameters which were thus evaluated together with the original 

eleven during the interviews. The additional parameters (at the end of the list) were 

comprised through the conversations with the interviewees themselves, but also through 

informal surveys and dialogues with the cultural workers on social networks: 

1) Aesthetic excellence; 

2) The organisation’s contribution to stimulating creativity; 

3) “Cultural quality” and programme relevance; 

4) An innovative approach to programmes and to the methods of their realisation (new 

formats); 

5) Success in knowledge transfer; 

6) Degree of self-sustainability (indicator: self-generation of income); 

7) Role in shaping cultural policy; 
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8) Advocacy of cultural pluralism; 

9) Achieved level of accessibility and participation; 

10) Effectiveness outside the focal point of activity (effects of decentralisation); 

11) Macro-regional and international cooperation; 

12) Ability for local networking 

13) Leadership capacities 

14) General success and reputation of an organization 

15) Long-term planning 

16) Personal fulfilment and motivation 

17) Modesty 

18) A good PR and/or communication 

Those additional parameters concern mostly inner organizational issues such as developed 

within Human Resource management as well as capacity building. 

3.3 Cultural Diplomacy 
 

Although a fairly ancient tool of diplomacy, cultural diplomacy has started to gain definitions 

in the theoretical context since only recently – and even that, mostly in a form of conference 

and seminar discussions, as it can be seen from the examples below. 

“Cultural diplomacy refers to the promotion of mutual understanding through cultural ex-

change (…). It is a subcategory of what Joseph Nye (…) describes as soft power: “getting the 

outcomes one wants by attracting others rather than manipulating their material incentives. 

(…) Soft power uses a different currency (not force, not money) to engender cooperation – an 

attraction to shared values and the justness and duty of contributing to the achievement of 

those values”.”
17

 

“Dr. Emil Constantinescu – President of the Academy for Cultural Diplomacy (2011 – 

current) describes cultural diplomacy as a course of actions, which are based on and utilize 

                                                 
17 Anheier, H.K. (2012) Foundations and Cultural Diplomacy, Panel paper submitted at the conference 

"Culture, Politics and Cultural Policy", 9-12 July 2012, Barcelona, Spain 
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the exchange of ideas, values, traditions and other aspects of culture or identity, in order to 

strengthen relationships, enhance socio-cultural cooperation or promote national interests.”
18

 

The term cultural diplomacy itself is sometimes not fully welcomed since it implies that it is 

but a mere tool for the promotion of national interest overseas. The terms like cultural 

relations, cultural engagement, knowledge diplomacy, international cultural exchange, and 

cultural collaboration were offered instead. “It fell under the broad heading of soft power, 

and was also part of public diplomacy. But it was not the same as either. Providing a space 

where the powerful and the weak could engage, bringing out hidden voices, and challenging 

stereotypes were other descriptions mentioned. (…) Creative diplomacy also attracted 

significant support, not least on the basis that diplomats themselves now had to be far more 

than narrow promoters of the national interest.”
19

 

Even H.E. Mr. Christer Asp, the current Ambassador of Sweden to Serbia, shared rather 

similar thoughts on the subject at the Public and Cultural Diplomacy Seminar, held on April 

19
th

 2013 at the Embassy of Sweden in Belgrade: 

“The theme of this conference circles around cultural diplomacy, but in our field of work we 

call it public diplomacy. In some papers you might find an explanation that public diplomacy 

is a kind of diplomacy’s third dimension, apart from the bilateral one and multilateral. Public 

diplomacy can in the easiest way be described as a state-non-state diplomacy or the 

government’s cooperation with transnational civil society actors. (…) In the Swedish 

perspective, public diplomacy is not an area of work. It is a tool that we use in order to do our 

jobs better, and that is to reach out to the whole society in a country, or to some specific 

target groups in the society with some certain messages.” 

Precisely because it can be perceived as the “soft power”, the cultural diplomacy has the 

ability to make a strong impact, but in a subtle way. And quite earnestly, in the era of modern 

technologies and communications, it cannot be ignored that the cultures affect each other, 

regardless of on whose soil the cultural interaction is practised, which is why the term 

cultural exchange probably is more adequate in the context of this thesis. “In the digital age 

there had to be the creation of genuine partnerships. Even two-way exchanges which did not 

                                                 
18 Koev, K. (2013) The Role of Cultural Diplomacy for Intensifying the Cross Border Cooperation within 

Danube Region, Journal of Danubian Studies and Research, Vol. 3, no. 1, pp. 59-68 
19 The Ditchley Foundation (2012) Cultural Diplomacy: Does It Work? A Note by the Director of the 

conference held 8-10 March 2012 
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involve any meeting of minds were of limited value. Listening was as important as talking, as 

was understanding of local contexts and needs. Indeed, these days, the more the country 

concerned was clearly trying to push itself and its culture, the less receptive the target 

audience was likely to be.”
20

 

This modern understanding of the cultural diplomacy has gained ground very well in Serbia, 

both in theory as well in practice
21

, which could also be perceived through the interviews 

with the Serbian cultural workers. The transitional era of sole dependency on the foreign 

funds and the conditioning from abroad is passed and the independent cultural scene in Serbia 

is no longer a mere implementer and receiver of foreign programmes and agendas, but has to 

offer quite a lot in exchange – which is well appreciated by the international partners, 

especially the Swedes in this context. Serbian cultural workers underline above all the 

importance of understanding the local context and keeping a direct contact with the 

community. This is actually the dimension where the cultural exchange and the cultural 

sustainability meet. Cultural exchange is seen as a way to apply other countries’ experts’ 

methods and adapt them to the local context. A skilful cultural diplomat shall therefore 

possess not only the tools, but also the talents – to be open enough for modifications, and 

readiness – to let the idea evolve in an environment where it was not initially conceived, 

through the joint progress in cooperation.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
20 The Ditchley Foundation (2012) Cultural Diplomacy: Does It Work? A Note by the Director of the 

conference held 8-10 March 2012 
21 Rogač Mijatović, Lj. (2014) Kulturna diplomatija i identitet Srbije – Čija priča pobeđuje? Belgrade: Faculty 

of Dramatic Arts; Institute for Theatre, Film, Radio and Television; Clio. 
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4. Methodology 
 

The methodology used in this research is the so called mixed method research
22

, i.e. a 

combination of qualitative and quantitative methods, as hinted in the introductory chapters. 

This approach is rather common in the social sciences and is even called the third paradigm, 

since it has the possibility to represent the amalgam – an integrated configuration – of the 

first two. 

The mixed method research was also warmly recommended by the professor Bozonnet 

during the lectures at the University of Arts in Belgrade last year. Firstly, through the 

interviews with the cultural workers, the idea is to discover the motifs and the logic of the 

actors. The essential tool for the achievement of this is to perform semi-indirect interviews, 

alongside observation and the contents analysis. Once we have discovered the logic of action 

of the individual, we must then measure the collective aspect. Since the sample for this 

research is quite limited, there is actually not too much space to conduct a proper quantitative 

research, but some conclusions can nevertheless be drawn from the data, as it was already 

mentioned at the beginning of the paper: the interviewees were given the opportunity to rate 

both the achievement of the parameters of excellence in their projects and their general 

importance for a project’s sustainability. Comparing the high ratings with the projects’ or the 

organizations’ sustainability may lead to conclusions about what an organization should aim 

for if it wants to remain sustainable on the cultural scene. 

The main part of the research, however, is the semi-indirect interview, which was done orally 

with all the actors, except one, Marijana Cvetković Marković of the organization Station 

(Stanica), who filled out the questionnaire in written. The questions in this interview leave 

very open space for answers and the interviewees took advantage of it. Although the 

“common sense” questions derived quite loosely from the area of cultural sustainability, 

adaptable management and cultural diplomacy, it is actually the answers that lead back to the 

theories, directing towards more concrete chapters of the bibliography used in this research, 

see above. 

Through the research it was generally noticed that it has been just a few projects of cultural 

cooperation between Sweden and Serbia that sustained to this day – the majority of the 

projects ceased to evolve due to lack of presence of the Cultural Counsellor. On the other 

                                                 
22 Ševkušić, S. (2011) Kvalitativna istraživanja u pedagogiji – doprinos različitih metodoloških pristupa, 

Belgrade: Institute for Educational Research, p. 203 
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hand, the programmes that continued to evolve attained new and different forms of 

partnerships and funding. These programmes will be analysed here, but success stories of 

some other programmes that didn’t have connection with Sweden will also be taken into 

account, since they were realized by the same organizations. 

The interviews also revealed that some projects’ sustainability depended on the Swedish 

support only in the respect that some organizations didn’t consider looking for other means of 

support elsewhere, while the others turned to other sources, making the initially Swedish 

projects fully international. That is why the organizations’ logic will also be analysed in this 

paper, since it proved to be much more effective for the projects sustainability, than the 

programme excellence itself. 

The research presupposed that the organizations had gone through different stages of 

development before and during the cooperation with Helene Larsson, and that the one year 

period that followed her departure was long enough for the organizations to go through a sort 

of transition and then regroup. It turned out in those cases that the reality only began to strike 

since recently and that transition still was under way, making it difficult to draw conclusions 

of what would happen with some of the projects in the future. 

The questions for the interview were focused on the organizations’ history, its general notion 

of the project success and sustainability, the cooperation with the Embassy of Sweden, their 

perspective of their organization’s further development and collaborations with other actors. 

The survey related to the parameters of excellence was included at the very end of the 

interview and the criteria and indicators were difficult to define in a way that could be equally 

applicable for everyone, so the interviewees made the evaluations by themselves, making 

estimations solely based on their own impression, which – quite expectedly – leaves space for 

rather free interpretations and the qualitative analysis of the data gathered in an initially 

quantitative way. As for the sample of the research and the interpretation of the data, the 

approach that is going to be used in this paper is the multiple-case study method
23

. 

The case study method is a rather independent research strategy, with a focus on the details 

and peculiarities of an individual case. The benefit of the case study method is that it may 

offer a multitude of theoretical implications. It is an essential method in preliminary research 

phases for discovering significant connections between the phenomena and constructing the 

                                                 
23 Ibid., p. 124 
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hypotheses, but some authors claim that the case studies are even better for testing the 

hypotheses than for generating them, being the most significant for the process of theory 

building, as it will be the case in this research. 

The advantages of this method lie in a domain of discovery. The method has a holistic 

character, i.e. the emphasis is on the preservation of the case’s wholeness, of its character and 

development. The method generates questions and answers which make an important part of 

a research. Through its implementation the causalities in real life situations are realized and 

interpreted, which may normally be too complex in comparison to less detailed data collected 

through surveys and experiments. The aim is to describe the real context where the action 

takes place. 

A one-case method is applied when the researcher approaches relatively unknown or 

insufficiently researched phenomena, but wants to use the acquired knowledge either for 

further research or to become more precise about the current research. It happens that certain 

regularities are discovered through the research, while the theory comes to light from the 

research itself, in the form of presumptions. 

A multiple-case study can be developed from the one-case method when the study involves 

more actors, following the logic of the repetition. This method requires standardization of the 

procedure, more strict selection of the relevant data and fewer details than in the one-case 

study method. But, the multiple-case study is a good response to the general critiques of the 

case study method, originating from the supposed lack of ability to make generalizations 

based on only one case. 

Apart from the case studies and the interviews performed with the Serbian cultural workers, a 

very important, Swedish, perspective will be given through the presentation of the Swedish 

cultural policy papers and the interviews performed with Slavica Marković Sandić, the 

Embassy of Sweden’s communication and public diplomacy officer, and Helene Larsson, the 

former cultural counsellor, now in charge of the Events Unit at the Swedish Institute. The 

Swedish perspective reflects the impressions expressed by the Serbian cultural workers that 

had the opportunity to collaborate with the Swedish institutions and organizations. The most 

realistic state of the affairs can be perceived if we look at the two perspectives combined. 
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5. The Swedish Foreign Policy and Its Effects on the Independent 
Cultural Scene in Serbia 

5.1 Sweden’s policy papers on culture 
 

When it comes to Sweden’s relation towards Serbia, throughout the past five years it has been 

defined by the strengthening of democracy and the promotion of the sustainable development 

in a way that improves Serbia’s prospects for membership in the European Union. This 

relation was clearly defined in the Swedish Government’s Cooperation Strategy for Serbia 

2009-2012: “Bilateral relations between Serbia and Sweden are fairly extensive. Because 

Serbia is an important factor for stability in the Western Balkans, coordination between 

Swedish foreign policy and development cooperation is central. In addition to development 

cooperation and political dialogue, cooperation is under way in the areas of defence, culture 

and migration.”
24

 

The same period for which the given strategy was outlined was also crucial for the 

development of the Swedish cultural diplomacy in Serbia, since it was in 2009 that Helene 

Larsson, the Swedish Cultural Counsellor, was appointed to Serbia. The then Ambassador of 

Sweden to Serbia, Mr. Krister Bringéus, stated the following in his memo addressed to the 

Swedish Ministry of Foreign Affairs (MFA) in September 2009: “With the appointment of 

the Cultural Counsellor in Belgrade, the expectations and opportunities for cultural exchange 

and development cooperation between Serbia and Sweden have increased remarkably. Even 

the upcoming visa freedom will affect the development. (…) In 2009, the Swedish Institute 

received funds via the Swedish MFA’s Department for Eastern Europe and Central Asia 

(UD-EC) for the project Creative Force, which consists of about twenty projects within the 

framework of development cooperation in the region. Several of these projects have a great 

potential to develop further in 2010 and 2011. (…) Due to the growing demand from Sweden 

and Serbia, we believe that it would be effective, in addition to the increased operating funds 

from the MFA’s Department for the EU Internal Market and the Promotion of Sweden and 

Swedish Trade (UD-FIM-KULT), to increase the budget from UD-EC (…). Both sets of 

funds would be used partly in the context of development cooperation (e.g. as a continual 

support for the projects such as Creative Force) and in the framework of cultural exchange 

between the countries.” 

                                                 
24 Government Offices of Sweden (2009) Strategy for Development Cooperation with Serbia, January 2009 – 

December 2012, Article no: UD 09.071, Stockholm: Ministry for Foreign Affairs of Sweden, p. 11 
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In order to explain the connections between the Serbian cultural scene and the Swedish 

governmental institutions and agencies in terms of cultural relations, it is very important to 

stress out that Sweden does not have an official cultural policy towards Serbia, despite the 

fact it has a cultural policy in general, as stated on the Swedish Government’s homepage: 

“Culture is to be a dynamic, challenging and independent force based on the freedom of 

expression. Everyone is to have the opportunity to participate in cultural life. Creativity, 

diversity and artistic quality are to be integral parts of society's development. To achieve the 

objectives, cultural policy is to: promote opportunities for everyone to experience culture and 

education and to develop their creative abilities; promote quality and artistic renewal; 

promote a dynamic cultural heritage that is preserved, used and developed; promote 

international and intercultural exchange and cooperation; pay particular attention to the rights 

of children and young people to culture.”
25

  

When it comes to concrete agenda that Sweden has towards Serbia, one can talk about the 

official development cooperation strategy for Serbia as a part of the Western Balkans region, 

as charted in the latest document published by Sida
26

: A Swedish Eastern Europe Regional 

Strategy - A Strategic Review. The latest strategy is in line with the previously mentioned 

strategy’s objectives for Serbia when it comes to democratization processes, sustainable 

development promotion and approximation to EU and European values. “The Review 

recommends a two-layer strategy, covering regional and bilateral interventions. Objectives at 

the regional level should be more general than bilateral ones, which need to vary between 

countries. (…) Sweden can complement the EU by funding other issues that the EU does not 

(…). Issues to be addressed comprise corruption, Human Rights and gender, civil society, 

media, market development, environmental development and certain regional challenges.”
27

 

Sida is an agency working on behalf of the Swedish parliament and government. Sida’s 

mission is to implement the Swedish development policy, conduct reform cooperation with 

Eastern Europe and distribute humanitarian aid to people in need of assistance. The 

cooperation development strategies are written by Sida, together with the Swedish MFA.  

Another government agency, working under the MFA’s wing, is the Swedish Institute (SI). 

The SI works on behalf of the Government of Sweden to reach international goals in a 

                                                 
25 http://www.government.se/sb/d/3009  
26 http://www.sida.se/English/About-us/Our-mission/  
27 http://www.sida.se/globalassets/publications/import/pdf/sv/a-swedish-eastern-europe-regional-strategy-8211-

a-strategic-review---final-report_3472.pdf, p. 130 

http://www.sida.se/globalassets/publications/import/pdf/sv/a-swedish-eastern-europe-regional-strategy-8211-a-strategic-review---final-report_3472.pdf
http://www.sida.se/globalassets/publications/import/pdf/sv/a-swedish-eastern-europe-regional-strategy-8211-a-strategic-review---final-report_3472.pdf
http://www.government.se/sb/d/3009
http://www.sida.se/English/About-us/Our-mission/
http://www.sida.se/globalassets/publications/import/pdf/sv/a-swedish-eastern-europe-regional-strategy-8211-a-strategic-review---final-report_3472.pdf
http://www.sida.se/globalassets/publications/import/pdf/sv/a-swedish-eastern-europe-regional-strategy-8211-a-strategic-review---final-report_3472.pdf
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number of key areas. The mission spans over foreign policy, development cooperation and 

education policy. In terms of cultural relations, this means that the SI works with the 

international exchange and the promotion of the Swedish ideas and values within the 

framework of the public diplomacy, through dialogue and the promotion of relations with the 

public, the media, academia, culture and business abroad, visibility and credibility for 

Sweden. In this way Sweden's international objectives are achieved and conditions for 

development both in Sweden and the partnering countries are created. One of the SI 

initiatives is the Creative Force programme, using the funds for the development, with very 

specific goals like democratization, freedom of speech, supporting entrepreneurs, and so on. 

It is through the Creative Force programme and its branch for the Western Balkans and 

Turkey that the cultural workers in Serbia received funding for some of their projects, which 

will be touched upon later, in the case studies. 

The SI collaborates with cultural workers and cultural institutions in the context of the direct 

promotion of Sweden and the development cooperation.  Even when the SI doesn’t operate 

within the framework of the cultural policy objectives, the partnerships that SI initiates and 

takes part in have immense importance for the Swedish cultural scene and its 

internationalisation. 

In the SI's long-term agenda for promotion of Sweden only a small number of countries gains 

special attention. Here lie the reasons for the SI’s presence and long-term cooperation with 

the missions abroad in order to improve the Swedish positions. As there is a clear difference 

in approach between the geographically and culturally close countries and the countries with 

a weaker connection to Sweden, a number of countries with more flexible cooperation with 

the SI is additionally prioritized. Serbia is thus a part of the Eastern Europe Strategy with 

support of the development funds, together with e.g. Baltic countries, Poland and Ukraine
28

.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
28 https://si.se/om-si/strategi-och-prioriteringar/  

https://eng.si.se/areas-of-operation/leadership-programmes-and-cultural-exchange/creative-force-programme/
https://eng.si.se/areas-of-operation/leadership-programmes-and-cultural-exchange/creative-force-programme/creative-force-eastern-europe-and-western-balkans/
https://si.se/om-si/strategi-och-prioriteringar/
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5.2 The Role of the Swedish Cultural Counsellor 
 

5.2.1 The implementers of the Swedish strategies and cultural policies 
 

To achieve better understanding of the constellations and, at times, double directions in 

which the chains of command are being spread – when talking about the Swedish cultural and 

foreign policy – I have laid out the chart below that can illustrate this multi-linear hierarchy.  
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abroad, the cultural counsellors fall under the immediate command of the Head of Mission, 

i.e. the Ambassador, who represents the Swedish MFA. The cultural counsellors are however 

answering to the MC and the cultural policies that the MC has determined, see above. 

Helene Larsson’s job as the cultural counsellor was to promote Swedish culture in Serbia, as 

well as to promote the cultural exchange between Sweden and Serbia – that were her duties 

connected to the Swedish MC. She was, however, applying frequently for funds from the SI, 

being in that way conditioned to answer to the cooperation development policy from the SI. 

As seen above, the SI is working with the whole world. It has priorities and focus that vary 

from one country to another, depending on the goals. The PIC (Press, Information, and 

Culture) budget used by the Embassy is allocated just for the promotion of Sweden. The 

projects that were developed at the Embassy during Larsson’s mandate were planned after the 

local needs and possibilities. During Larsson’s time there were some projects funded by the 

SI through the Creative Force programme, but most of the projects were actually initiated and 

developed by the Embassy of Sweden in Belgrade, i.e. by Helene Larsson and here co-worker 

Slavica Marković Sandić. For some projects the initiative came also from the local partners. 

Helene Larsson’s official mandate was the promotion of Swedish culture and the cultural 

exchange between the countries, but she also followed other goals, for which she applied for 

funds from other sources, like with the development strategy and the Creative Force 

programme at the SI, see above. While she was working at the Embassy, Larsson was in 

charge of the PIC budget, allocated by the MFA. During her post in Serbia the budget was 

doubled in comparison to the usual PIC budget. The Cultural Counsellor was authorized to 

make the planning and take decisions on her own together with her colleague Slavica 

Marković Sandić, but was naturally briefing the Ambassador about the actions taken at the 

Department for Press, Information and Cultural Affairs. Larsson had the directives from the 

MC regarding the mutual cultural exchange between Serbia and Sweden. However, because 

this mutual exchange was in line with the SI development cooperation objectives as well, 

why at certain points the guidelines from the MC and the SI were overlapping, Larsson used 

sometimes this concurrence to simultaneously apply for the funds from the SI. The SI funds 

were then used for the projects initiated by the local independent organizations and 

institutions in Serbia – sometimes together with the Embassy. For example, the development 

budget from the SI was used for the Museum Development project which was very much 

about connecting people with the institutions, but also about mutual capacity building for 
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individuals in Serbia and Sweden. On the other hand, inviting jazz musicians to Belgrade for 

the Belgrade Jazz Festival was supported through the promotion money from the PIC budget. 

It was not exchange, but promotion of Swedish culture. 

5.2.2 The target groups 
 

Determining progressive target groups to implement both the cultural policy given by the MC 

and the objectives laid out by the SI was, however, done by the Embassy of Sweden in 

Belgrade with support from the SI. Apart from that, Helene Larsson performed a number of 

interviews with the independent cultural workers and had meetings with the officials of the 

cultural institutions, and even politicians, in order to determine the Serbian cultural scene’s 

needs, possibilities, challenges and expectations from the cooperation with the Embassy. In 

this way she understood how the whole system worked and realized the needs and interests of 

the potential partners in Serbia. Both the interviews and the SI-funded target group 

investigation proved that it was the independent cultural organizations that had the power and 

the innovative methods and programmes, which was the reason why the Cultural Counsellor 

chose mainly to cooperate with them.  

Cooperation with the independent scene had other agendas apart from the implementation of 

the official Swedish cultural policies and the cooperation development strategies – it served 

also as a capacity builder for the institutions and organizations in Sweden which, although 

very strong, lacked the flexibility and innovativeness that their Serbian colleagues had in 

abundance. Additionally, there weren’t so many independent organizations in Sweden, and 

the ones from Serbia drew the attention by connecting corporative world with the world of 

arts, education with artistic works or the children’s rights, developing into real cultural 

centres, taking over the institutional role and replacing the old state associations and houses 

of culture. Through the exchange of experience with the Serbian colleagues the Swedish 

cultural workers could apply the learnt methods back home. The Serbian organizations 

thrived as well thanks to these collaborations. Larsson chose programmes where she saw that 

there was a mutual interest on both sides to meet and create relationships. She chose not only 

the independent organizations or state institutions, but also the individuals that she pinpointed 

as the ones with a strong artistic or educational focus, but who maybe didn’t have the 

possibilities in Serbia to develop their ideas. Larsson saw their capacities and driving force 

and that’s why they got invited to Sweden. The experience of these organizations and 

individuals will be analysed further in the case study chapter, but it can be immediately said 
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that the one thing that all the interviewees agreed upon when it comes to the biggest benefit 

of having worked with Helene Larsson was, more than anything, the institutional support and 

recognition they gained in Serbia, both among their colleagues and peers but also before the 

policy and decision makers in the country.  

5.2.3 The purpose of the Cultural Counsellor’s one-time mandate 
 

The decision to appoint the cultural counsellor to Serbia was partially made for political 

reasons, jointly by the Swedish MC and MFA, because Serbia was on its way to apply for the 

EU membership, and culture was one of the means by which better connections, cooperation 

and the promotion of Swedish and EU values would be made.  

The second reason for posting a cultural counsellor to Serbia was the tradition of cultural 

exchange between Serbia and Sweden dating from the war period, which had already 

established a lot of contacts between the two countries. Also, Serbia’s big diaspora in Sweden 

added to the strong cultural ties.  

For other reasons, it is worth noting that there are just eight Swedish cultural counsellors in 

the world in total, and only one of these positions is flexible, and that is the position that 

Helene Larsson got in Serbia after the Swedish authorities decided to move the flexible post 

from Tokyo to Belgrade – the position that has been later moved to Istanbul (after Larsson’s 

mandate run out in Belgrade in late 2012). The other cultural counsellors have fixed 

positions
29

. The reason for this flexibility is to have a possibility to work very intense with a 

specific culture in a specific country in a period of time. For example, Sweden has big 

interests in Turkey now and it wants to be more in contact with the country and its people. 

One way of doing that is to promote the cultural exchange between the countries. All cultural 

counsellors with their fixed positions function in their mandates that can be from 3 to 4 years 

long. So, while Helene Larsson was posted to Serbia, she was the only “flexible” cultural 

counsellor in any of the Swedish embassies worldwide, which implies that Serbia was of 

special significance for Sweden in that time.  

There are sometimes differences between the Swedish cultural counsellor and the cultural 

counsellors of other countries, depending on which authority posts them. In some countries 

                                                 
29 Cultural Affairs Counsellors are currently stationed at Sweden's embassies in Berlin, London, Istanbul, 

Moscow, Beijing and Washington, and at the Permanent Representation of Sweden to the European Union in 

Brussels. There is also a combined post of Head of the Swedish Cultural Centre in Paris and Counsellor for 

Cultural Affairs at the Embassy in Paris. Read more at http://www.government.se/sb/d/8412/a/74127.  

http://www.government.se/sb/d/8412/a/74127
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the counsellors are employed by the Ministry of Culture, while in some other countries by the 

Ministry of Foreign Affairs. The Swedish cultural counsellors all come from the cultural field 

– they are all experts and/or professionals within culture. 

Cooperation between Sweden and Serbia was manifested in the following way: during the 

former Yugoslavia the cooperation was maintained on the level of occasional exhibitions and 

visits; with time the activities multiplied because the then ambassador supported the initiative 

of the local staff to be involved and the SI supported that; then the political situation in Serbia 

became such as to welcome the Swedish MFA’s decision to appoint a cultural counsellor in 

Serbia. 

Helene Larsson and her co-worker Slavica Marković Sandić were well aware of the cultural 

counsellor position’s short-term-ness and they did everything that was in their power to 

realize the cultural projects in the best possible ways, but also to try and find the best possible 

forms of the project sustainability even after the cultural counsellor’s mandate has run out. 

But for the period that followed after the mandate there was no official support from Sweden 

anymore and the Embassy can nowadays only rely on its own resources which are rather 

scarce and invested in other directions. However, during 2014, projects have been initiated by 

the SI and they were developed with the partners in Serbia, which will be elaborated in the 

case studies chapter 

Sweden’s policy towards Serbia has been changed for the past 10 years or so only in that 

sense that it was recognized that one can act politically even through culture in this region. It 

was not operated exclusively at the Swedish MFA’s initiative, but also at the initiative of the 

local community and the Embassy. Thanks to the fact that Helene Larsson was here as the 

cultural counsellor, which by the power of her position gave visibility to the cultural 

activities, all those commitments could be more effective in society. She had the mandate to 

raise everything to a higher level – something that the locally employed personnel at the 

Embassy otherwise are not authorized for.    

Based on the SI-funded target group analysis and the interviewees’ expectations Larsson used 

her position to draft goals and the Embassy’s programme for the period that followed her 

arrival. These goals were based on the general Swedish cultural policy and on Larsson’s 

conclusion about what she could do within the framework and context she found herself in. In 

that way her goals became the Embassy’s programme of the intercultural cooperation with 
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Serbia. Larsson had the freedom of choice, but within roughly set framework, i.e. as long as 

the projects could be read within the context of the MC’s objectives and Serbia’s EU 

accession. That’s why the projects were never really only about culture, because they had 

also these politically engaged messages. But, the cultural counsellor’s mandate definitely 

made them much more “cultural” than usual. 

5.3 Cultural exchange with Sweden nowadays  
 

5.3.1 The Embassy’s role 
 

 

As it was already clarified in the earlier chapters, there hasn’t been any concrete Swedish 

cultural policy towards Serbia before Helene Larsson’s mandate or after. Every Swedish 

embassy decides on its own to which extent it will be engaged in PIC affairs. In smaller 

embassies the PIC activities take up to 50% of an employee’s workload, often in combination 

with other duties. In bigger embassies the cultural activities fall under a scope of either 

special positions or special institutions, such as PIC affairs officers at the missions in 

Netherlands or Italy, or the Swedish Institute in Paris or the House of Sweden in Washington. 

But, the embassies are more and more merging the PIC activities with communication, 

especially since the directive about the communication strategy and the public diplomacy 

framework came from the Swedish MFA.  

According to its communication strategy which started to be implemented in Serbia at a 

larger scale after Larsson’s departure, Sweden is to be actively presented as a country deeply 

involved with the values and principles like human rights, freedom of press and expression, 

equality, transparency, etc. Along those lines, the Embassy of Sweden in Belgrade has the 

permission to either initiate a project that would be realized with the help of the SI, or to 

implement a project suggested by the SI that would be relevant in the local context. When the 

cultural counsellor’s mandate was about to cease, the cultural workers in Serbia were 

informed that the Embassy would set out on a new course and that they should look for 

support elsewhere, since the cultural activities would significantly diminish. The Embassy 

doesn’t have any expectations from the MFA or the SI regarding the agenda for culture any 

more. The few projects that remained are expected by the SI to be realized in a good quality 

manner, and not thanks to the Embassy’s capacities, but due to the strong engagement and 

high quality performance shown by the local organizations.  
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The Embassy has to comply with the written orders given by the MFA only to seek 

partnerships with the organizations which are self-sustainable, with a well-developed 

infrastructure, prone to develop projects that could be seen through the lenses of the public 

diplomacy, advocating for the civilization values specified above. Additionally, the public 

diplomacy umbrella covers the Embassy’s political and commercial activities and that is why 

even the culture has to be tied closely to them in order to sustain. As long as the local 

organizations are resourceful enough to adapt their programmes to the Embassy’s new 

course, there will be some room to seek support from the SI for smaller projects, but the 

bottom line is that the local organizations are now seen as capable of securing sustainability 

on their own, without the Embassy as intermediary.  

The Embassy lost its role as the local partner in the Creative Force projects with the SI. The 

local organizations are expected to build direct partnerships with the organizations in Sweden 

in order to be able to apply for the funds within the SI’s Creative Force programme. The 

Embassy does sometimes side with a local organization which might use support from the SI 

– but in those situations it’s not about getting funds for a project, but receiving small help 

from the Embassy and the SI who join forces in order to facilitate cultural exchange, for 

example: taking over accommodation/transportation costs for the Swedish guests/exhibition 

etc. 

Officially, the Embassy doesn’t have any open calls/projects regarding cultural collaborations 

with local organizations in Serbia. Sometimes certain SI-projects may be taken over and 

realized in Serbia if the Embassy finds linkage to the local context. In that respect, the 

Embassy will, together with Parobrod, present the fashion photo exhibition this October, and 

– together with the Yugoslav Film Archive – support the mutual visits of female film 

directors in Serbia and Sweden 2014/2015. Another project sponsored by the Swedish 

companies involves Sweden in focus at the Belgrade Fashion Week next spring, with the 

purpose of the promotion of Sweden. From these examples it is obvious that the projects are 

getting larger, involving several partners locally, but within the strict framework of the public 

diplomacy and Sweden promotion. There is simply no more capacity at the Embassy for a 

multitude of smaller projects. 
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5.3.2 Recommendations for further sustainability of the local projects 
 

The programmes supported by the Embassy of Sweden have gone through an analysis and 

evaluation process, additionally incited by this research. The main actors have expressed their 

own interpretation of results of the actions and their vision for further sustainability of local 

projects, as they were actively contributing to discussions about those issues with local 

partners during the implementation phase. Thus their experience had brought them to 

numerous observations.  

“Connecting with young people who will continue to develop projects in a way they were 

inspired by us – whether the “us” be the Embassy or the Swedish Institute. Wherever we are 

included, we tend to impose our methods of work, in line with the instructions we have. There 

are no grey zones and things are never done without added value, i.e. the connection with the 

local community. Those local people will then, if they are inspired enough by the Swedish 

cooperation, continue to move in a similar direction and implement the Swedish concepts in 

the local community – and here lies the sustainability of the Swedish projects. I think that the 

inspiration is the key word connected to the cultural sustainability. The bottom line is that we 

can no longer be included in the work of the local organizations, but they can develop further 

either the concepts they inherited from us or the ideas of their own that they developed 

together with us.” 

Slavica Marković Sandić 

The following recommendations are based on the Embassy of Sweden’s experience in 

cooperation with the Serbian independent cultural scene, expressed in interviews held with 

Helene Larsson and Slavica Marković Sandić which I have later articulated and classified as 

follows: 

 Every project derives from an idea that evolves, getting adjusted to the “market”. 

The project should also be flexible and get adjusted to the demands of the 

reality. That’s why an analysis of the target groups and the communication 

channels should be made, in order to establish who would support the project on 

one hand, and on the other hand – who would benefit from it, i.e. who would be 

interested in it. 
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 The reality has changed when it comes to funding through donations. 

Organizations in Serbia have to change their way of working and not be so 

dependent on the international funds, but try and create projects and 

programmes that they could survive from. The solution could be in 

entrepreneurship. 

 From the Swedish perspective, a project shouldn’t be tied to one country 

exclusively. Even the Creative Force programme has as a precondition for further 

support the fact that a project should be sustainable even without the support from 

the SI. That is what the local organizations in Serbia should generally have in 

mind, not just when they are applying for support from the Swedish 

institutions/foundations. 

 International partnerships and cooperation are something highly valued in 

Sweden and they are the key to attracting funds from various sources and 

interested parties. The ones who are successful are the ones who understood that 

they should find partners around the region, around Europe, around the world, and 

together with them apply for money from EU funds or different kinds of clusters. 

One should be proactive and travel, take part in conferences or festivals in order to 

make contacts and mingle. That’s how the perfect partners are found. 

 Take care of your networks, keep contact and come with the suggestions. 

Many people are holding on to the ideas of their projects and they don’t share 

them. In order to find partners, you have to share your ideas and thoughts, be 

transparent and open, build relationships with people, and be humble but also very 

generous with your ideas. 

 There are certain “buttons” – or key words – that would resound powerfully 

in Sweden when writing projects: topics connected to the mentioned values like 

freedom of expression, equality, transparency, human rights, etc. will more likely 

have the chances to be supported if one incorporated them into a project’s agenda. 

However, it is the application of those values into the local context that matters 

and that is the most interesting component. A project’s success cannot be 

measured without taking into account its impact for the local community. 

 Projects that include people and the community are more likely to be 

successful. Personal relationship to the community and the audience is what 

makes a project sustainable. 
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 High quality in projects is crucial. Also, innovative methods are important. 

Because of the lack of funding, many organizations in Serbia have become very 

innovative in order to survive, by connecting people, building networks and 

making community-based art. 

 Certain projects fail in international cooperation because they are either unrealistic 

or the timing is not right, or the goal doesn't fit to the funds, or the ideas are not 

communicated in a way for others to understand. Also, cooperation is quite often 

misinterpreted as funding. Cooperation actually means working and 

developing a programme with another organization. 

 

“One should be aware of the fact that other people would gladly be a part of one's idea 

realization. For instance, the residence programme initiative attracts many artists in Sweden 

who would like to come to Serbia. People are very curious and want to be part of it, and find 

partners in Serbia, which is not easy for them from Sweden. That’s why the Swedish Institute 

is developing this residency programme
30

 – in order to make closer relationships in the long 

run. But you cannot only rely on funding applications – you have to speak out your ideas and 

invite people to be a part of your programme. You make partners, you make friends. Funds 

are not here forever – you have to build relationships. And if you are to be professional, you 

should not ask for the money immediately from someone, but for a way to cooperate and 

make partnership. Offering someone your ideas is attractive to other people and that’s how 

you make sustainable cooperation. When you join your idea with another people’s idea, your 

ideas could become something much bigger and that’s what certain people don’t realize.”  

Helene Larsson 

 

Emphasizing the importance of the local community and personal contacts and supporting the 

participatory approaches is precisely what the theory of the cultural sustainability is 

suggesting in the first place. Also, the experience-based recommendations such as the 

diversification of programmes and resources, commercialization, audience development, 

orientation towards partnership/co-productions, networking, quality achieving and 

innovativeness – all fall under the umbrella of the Adaptable Quality Management theory and 

its strategies. 

                                                 
30 http://novaiskra.com/sr/news/svedski-institut-predstavlja-plaformu-create-residence  

http://novaiskra.com/sr/news/svedski-institut-predstavlja-plaformu-create-residence
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5.4 The Independent Cultural Organizations, Their Sustainability and 
Intercultural Cooperation with Sweden (Case Studies) 

As specified in the earlier chapters, made obvious even by the subject of this thesis, it is the 

organizations that belong to the independent cultural scene in Serbia that were targeted as the 

most progressive group whom the Swedish institutions could cooperate and implement their 

policies and/or strategies with. Some of these organizations had already been established 

before the encounter with the then Cultural Counsellor of Sweden Helene Larsson, but some 

of them thrived precisely thanks to the contact with her. 

The choice of performing interviews with the cultural workers of the Serbian independent 

scene (predominantly from Belgrade, although some of them are active in other parts of 

Serbia as well) was made in accordance with the sample clarification laid out at the beginning 

of this thesis. However, it was only after having gone through the research that it was clear 

that some of the organizations tackled in the research deserved more attention than the others 

due to the intensity of their cooperation with the Embassy of Sweden and its cultural 

counsellor. The other ones will be mentioned briefly in the same chapter for their 

community-based engagement, impact to the cultural sustainability, ideas of self-

sustainability and their cultural relations with Sweden in general. 

5.4.1 The Cultural Front 
The Cultural Front (CF) is an independent institution established in Belgrade in 2000. The 

CF’s programmes are based on an international exchange of programmes, co-production on 

the European level, treating the media as a free field for expression, commissioning and 

promoting young artists, advocating the rights of socially marginalised individuals and 

groups, constructive cooperation and debate between the civil society and power structures, 

and generally promoting culture as an integral part of wider social and economic 

development on the national and regional levels. 

Owners and directors of the CF are Dejan Ubović and Ljudmila Stratimirović, co-working 

actively with 15-25 employees/activists/volunteers. The organization functioned only as the 

CF 2000-2009 until they developed a platform which gathered all of the CF’s activities into 

one place, under the roof of the so-called KC Grad, i.e. the European Centre for Culture and 

Debate, which marked a turning point in the organization’s development and a more certain 

and stable way of functioning. It was the self-sustainability of KC Grad that made it possible 

for the individual projects to grow into recurring activities thanks to the new space and the 

http://www.gradbeograd.eu/cultural_front.php
http://www.gradbeograd.eu/
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organization’s entrepreneurship, but also, on the cultural sustainability level, KC Grad 

(almost becoming another persona of the CF) became recognizable as an independent 

institution that could influence policy makers and make the impact on the neighbourhood.  

Sweden has been a perpetual supporter of the CF since the early 2000s. Out of 10 projects 

that the CF listed as the most important prior to the opening of KC Grad in 2009, 6 of them 

were supported partially or totally by the Swedish institutions and foundations: 

 2002-2010 –Refract festival – recurring activity, but uncertain from year to year, 

only to lose on its importance and meaning after KC Grad was opened 

 2005: Artist Clothing in Belgrade / Swedish fashion 

 2004/2006: Nordic scene – travelling exhibition, design, musicians, comic book 

artists, movies 

 2007: Nordic Summer, Scandinavian design – exhibition at the Museum of 

Yugoslav History, concerts... 

 2007, 2008, 2011: Soul for Europe – conference about the relationship of the 

cultural policies and economy 

 2008-2011 – Belgrade of Light, supported by the Embassies of Sweden and Japan 

As it can be seen, almost all of them grew into recurring activities year after year until the 

opening of KC Grad ended them all – the new activities became concentrated on one place, 

not big enough for the events of such proportions as they used to be when the CF used to 

partner up with various cultural centres in order to organize festivals and exhibitions. 

Furthermore, the launching and development of KC Grad coincided with Helene Larsson’s 

mandate in Serbia and the two became mutually related. Occasional collaborations grew 

more and more into firmer ties and mutual projects, shifting the CF’s course towards the 

implementation of the ideas conceived usually by the Embassy of Sweden and/or the SI.  

However, the only “Swedish” project that sustained to this day is Artist in Residence, or AiR, 

which was initiated by the CF in November 2011, when the Swedish Institute granted support 

to an exchange of expertise. This resulted in an international conference held at KC Grad in 

Belgrade on the development of artist-in-residence practice. One of the results of the 

conference was that KC Grad started a residency programme which has become the first 

Serbian member of the global residency network Res Artis. Larsson brought the development 

of the AiR programme to a higher level by organizing two conferences in total. This made the 

project more credible and enabled it to gain more support in the future from other donors. 

http://www.resartis.org/en/residencies/list_of_residencies/?id_content=6023
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Although the AiR programme was initiated through support of the SI, the application for its 

funding this year has now been rejected by the SI while the CF continued to receive funding 

for it from other donors, for example from the Serbian Ministry of Culture and through the 5-

year project Frontiers in Retreat (cooperation between Serbia, Finland, Lithuania, Scotland, 

Spain and Iceland). Hereby the future cooperation with Sweden is not so evident right now, 

but the project is evolving and artists are getting interested more and more.   

The time showed that Deli Monday (Delikatesni ponedeljak) and Takeaway Fashion (Moda 

za poneti) are the two most successful projects (most concrete and sustainable) in KC Grad, 

developed spontaneously and gradually, solely in accordance with the interest of the 

audience. The ones that were not successful ended partially because of the lack of funding 

(Belgrade of Light, for instance), but in a quite bigger number of cases the cycle would 

simply end naturally; the theme would be exhausted and the team would feel saturated. Some 

projects would end naturally and spontaneously, in the same way as other projects would 

evolve and grow almost on their own. 

Factors of sustainability 

The organization supports itself through its commercial programmes (tickets, drinks, etc.), 

sponsorships from private companies and donations from foreign embassies and foundations. 

The CF applies mostly with the donors who have open calls for project funding, i.e. mostly 

with the embassies and the foundations of the Western Europe (most frequently Finland, 

France, Netherlands and Sweden). The Serbian Ministry of Culture is a regular donor too, but 

the amounts are rather insufficient. 

In the period before KC Grad, the CF used to have more partners in other institutions like 

Belgrade Youth Center, Cultural Center Rex, the Cultural Center of Belgrade, the Museum of 

Contemporary Art, the Ethnographic Museum, the Museum of Education, etc. After the 

opening of KC Grad they started to cooperate more with NGOs and various associations 

(BEFEM, Queeria, various DJs, musicians, etc.), but also with the local authorities. Motives 

for entering partnerships were mostly the possibility to use the partner’s venue, exchange 

technique, etc. 

 According to the CF’s vast and long experience, the following factors influence the 

project sustainability and their transformations into recurring activities/programmes: 

purposefulness/relevance, available space, versatility of the themes, exhaustion of the 

http://frontiersinretreat.org/
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theme, diverse audience, audience’s tastes and interests, personal fulfilment and 

motivation, careful planning and donor’s frameworks.  

 The cultural sustainability is, according to the CF, based on following principles: 

following your own beliefs, having good quality international and local partnerships, 

trust, independence (ideological, political and financial), programme diversity, new 

technologies, audience diversity, relationship to the cultural policies and the possibility of 

affecting them, relationship to the local community and the neighbourhood.  

Impact of the Swedish Cultural Counsellor 
  

Approximately 50% of the CF’s intercultural cooperation was with Sweden both during 

Helene Larsson’s time and before that. The cooperation has significantly diminished since 

her mandate ended in November 2012, but thanks to the CF’s diversity in choosing both 

programmes and partners, this hasn’t affected the organization’s sustainability. 

Through narrow cooperation with the Embassy of Sweden from its early start, the CF became 

identified as a presenter of the Swedish culture in a positive way. It gained much more 

institutional support, recognition, appreciation and trust than before. Contact with the state 

institutions increased and networking at a greater scale began. Hereby, Helene Larsson’s 

support had the biggest impact for the CF in an institutional way, rather than in a financial. 

Mutual presence at various meetings and Larsson’s support and recommendations made it 

possible for the CF to network and make stronger and more numerous partnerships. 

Helene Larsson is considered to be very capable to observe the trends and understand the 

relationship of the local community and the cultural life. She understood well the local 

context and was aware of its possibilities and capacities. The position of a cultural diplomat 

opened many doors for her by default. It was much easier for her to penetrate into the 

community than for some others because of her position and the ability to network. It is very 

important to connect with the local cultural scene and the audience. Many countries make 

mistakes by not connecting with the local partners. Helene Larsson was very good at that and 

her programmes were much visited. 
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5.4.2 C31 – Centre for Developing Children’s Rights Culture 
 

C31 – Centre for Developing Children’s Rights Culture (C31) is a local, child oriented, NGO 

run by the team of young professionals with an aim to:  

- enhance implementation of child rights with special focus on child participation, right 

to quality education and culture; 

- encourage children to think critically, ethically and creatively about society, to reflect 

and engage in issues of democracy and sustainability; 

- create spaces for dialogue, experimentation, expression and creation among children, 

adults and decision makers. 

 

C31 develops educational programs with and for children, various professionals working with 

children, schools, cultural institutions, municipalities, international organizations, etc. 

Programmes are based on interactive methods, partnerships and local ownership.    

C31 is founded in 2007 by the multidisciplinary team of students and young professionals 

who had been working together for several years in Children’s Cultural Center Belgrade and 

as associates to Save the Children UK. They established an NGO in order to create a space 

for new ideas and approaches in child participation. Beside the president (Maša Avramović), 

vice-president (Aleksandra Stamenković) and programme coordinator, 10 more persons – 7 

part-time associates and 3 volunteers – are engaged in the organization today. 

During the past five years, C31 projects have been implemented within two interconnected 

programme areas: Protection of Child Rights and Child Rights to Culture and Education 

(CRCE).  From 2009 to 2013, many CRCE projects were realized with the support from 

Sweden.  In 2009, C31’s project This Is/Was City of Kragujevac was recognized by the 

National Historical Museum in Stockholm, especially for its participatory-child-right 

approach and the use of difficult history as a tool in education. At the Museum’s initiative in 

2009, the SI supported cooperation between the Museum and C31 through the project 

Kragujevac – Return to History, aimed at the exchange of experiences and mutual learning. 

C31 team started to cooperate with Helene Larsson who at the time worked at the Museum, 

prior to her formal engagement at the Embassy of Sweden, but after her appointment at the 

Embassy in the summer of 2009, the cooperation became more formalized and intensified.   

At the beginning of her mandate Larsson launched the Museum Development project in 

Serbia, which was supported by the SI and implemented until the end of 2013. C31 was one 
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of the main partners in the project, organizing several conferences and workshops, 

participating in the exchange of experiences between the partners in Serbia and Sweden, and 

developing the methods of children’s participation in museums and cultural institutions.  

In 2011, C31 started to build a long-term initiative Museum of the Past for the Future as one 

of its key programmes. Several museum professionals from Sweden were interested in the 

initiative, so the exchange of experiences and expertise began the same year. As the 

potentials of the initiative were recognized, the Embassy of Sweden provided financial 

support for the pilot project in 2012/13, within the framework of the Museum Development 

project in Serbia. This support was crucial to start up the programme and partnerships and to 

pilot the developed methodology.    

Alongside the Museum Development project, C31 has cooperated with the Embassy of 

Sweden at the Belgrade Book Fair since 2010, when Sweden was the country in focus with 

the project Voices of Sweden, coordinated by the Embassy. Later on the project evolved into 

the still-ongoing cooperation with EUNIC, where the Embassy sets the framework and C31 

creates and implements the programme for/with children focused on their meetings with 

Swedish children’s writers and their works.   

C31 was also engaged in other activities and projects of the Embassy focused on children, 

even before Larsson’s mandate, mainly as a partner who developed and implemented 

programmes within the framework set up by the Embassy, under the umbrella of bigger 

projects.   

However, during Helene Larsson’s mandate, the Swedish participation in C31’s yearly 

projects in the Child Right to Culture and Education area hasn’t gone below 30%, sometimes 

peaking up to 70%, estimated roughly. Before the Cultural Counsellor’s involvement the 

Swedish contribution was smaller, but after her mandate ended, the contribution has 

drastically diminished. One cannot yet perceive the consequences of this change budget-wise, 

since most of the projects conceived with the Embassy of Sweden are still active. C31 

engagement in The Book Fair will probably go on even in the years to come, but there’s a 

high possibility that both the Embassy and the SI will cease to be C31’s direct supporters. 

Both institutions have changed their way of work: the Embassy has shifted its activities 

towards the public diplomacy and the SI doesn’t cooperate with the organizations through the 

Embassy any more, but only directly, i.e. through a local Swedish partner within the Creative 
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Force programme. C31 continues to develop its initiative Museum of the Past for the Future, 

but without any direct financial support from Sweden. Still, partnership with Swedish 

institutions – Stockholm City Museum and Kalmar County Museum remains, but in changed 

form and mostly focused on exchange of experiences and expertise, and piloting joint 

activities on a small scale. Both Swedish partners were eager to continue cooperation with 

C31 as they consider it a space for mutual learning and professional development.  Both 

collaborations are supported within the SI’s Creative Force programme. It is interesting to 

mention that the project proposal submitted by the Stockholm City Museum and C31 

regarding continuation of the cooperation (developed previously through the Embassy’s 

Museum Development project) was rejected, so the partners didn’t get the funding for 

collaborative project, but have got seed funding to start a new cooperation. 

Factors of sustainability 

 

C31 stays on the course of the intercultural cooperation with Sweden, but finding new ways 

and modifying applications that would suit the new criteria. The fact that all of C31’s key 

projects turned gradually into long-term programmes and that their partnerships sustained to 

this day regardless the form of a project – says a lot about the organization’s flexibility, 

innovativeness and resourcefulness.  

Due to the organization's modest needs, C31 doesn’t apply for big funds, but it rather 

connects with partners and managerial organizations (e.g. Save the Children, B92 Fund, etc.) 

that instead raise funds from the big donors like EU, UNICEF, etc. C31 is recognized as an 

expert group which develops innovative programmes, but the foreign organizations use it 

often as its own resource, recognizing C31 by its quality and expertise. The organization is 

sometimes conditioned to enter partnerships in order to be able to get donations. Local 

municipalities and the Serbian Ministry of Culture are also C31’s key donors, but due to the 

problematic budgeting policies, the approved donations rarely reach C31 in the previously 

agreed form or quantity. 

It is the theme, programme relevancy and methodology that attract C31 to its donors and 

partners and vice versa. C31 cooperates mostly with schools, museums, cultural institutions 

and local representatives of the Ministry of Education, but also with international 

organizations who engage C31 to contribute with, among other things, its innovative 

programme approach and expertise. 
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  According to C31’s conclusion, their projects evolved into programmes mostly due to 

programme and partnership quality, as well as the financial component which 

consequently follows the first two and which has to be stable. Also, modesty in demands 

and needs is what also “sells” C31’s programmes, because the work itself doesn’t require 

too much of material investments. Even if the funds are not approved, piloting is crucial. 

C31 chooses to risk it and prove that the programme is working and re-apply for the funds 

the next time. 

  The cultural sustainability factors are: programme relevancy and sensibility for the 

needs of the community, institutions and the participants; innovative and good quality 

approach; clear framework of values; dedication; trust; relatively regular financing; 

visibility; recommendations; recognition by the decision makers. Organization’s personal, 

ethical and philosophical beliefs and motivation hold the team together and that is what 

makes C31 sustainable. 

Impact of the Swedish Cultural Counsellor 

Work with Helene Larsson was mostly about cooperation and partnerships. She was an 

excellent programme interlocutor and her presence meant certainty and long-term-ness of 

cooperation. Her support meant most for C31 in a way that the organization started to 

cooperate with their partners more systemically. C31 realized the Cultural Counsellor’s 

programmes in the local context while her policy contributed to the development of C31’s 

programmes, their networking and institutional positioning. Larsson served as a link between 

the organization and the hitherto unreachable contacts. The quality of the project Museum of 

the Past for the Future was recognized in its early stage by the Embassy which contributed 

immensely to its development. Helene brought everything to a “higher level”, by helping the 

local partners meet, exchange knowledge and recognize each other. She even introduced C31 

to many partners in Sweden whom the organization can now cooperate directly, without 

Larsson’s mediation. 

Financially, the long-term donations provided sustainability of C31’s programmes and the 

development of new ones. Cultural Counsellor had a certain course and goals, so the whole 

work is very systematic. The funds are consequently spent according to the previously 

established programme – and this structure suited C31 very well, because it was C31 that 

created the programmes although it was sometimes conditioned at certain aspects like 

partnership with particular institution.  
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However, Cultural Counsellor’s one-time mandate is not long enough to make the newly 

established local networks develop into more sustainable partnerships. Even the partnerships 

with the Swedish organizations are no longer precondition for sustainable funding. The 

Embassy has apparently no vision and capacities any more to include local partners such as 

C31 in their new public diplomacy projects. It seems as if the previous cooperation between 

the Embassy and C31 doesn’t affect the new situation since the Swedish cultural policy 

obviously has changed. 

The aftertaste of the Swedish-Serbian cultural exchange is marked by the sense of disparity 

between the expected and the achieved – it seems like the Serbian reality has different 

relevance for Sweden than it has for the local community: what one perceives as a success 

story, the other one sees as a counterproductive project. Critique is directed also towards the 

goals of such programmes as the SI’s Creative Force, which is to support developmental 

projects, but in turn it is actually mostly expert visits to Serbia and sharing knowledge that 

are being supported. Aspect of mutual learning is often neglected as well as the fact that short 

term cooperation does not contribute to sustainability of new ideas and practices in Serbia 

due to lack of systemic approach, institutional and financial support.  

Since Swedish institutions can no longer be seen the organization’s main supporters, C31 

considers addressing other embassies and foreign organizations, but also private sector for 

funds, because it is very hard to receive any other substantial funds in Serbia. Partnering as a 

mode of the Adaptable Quality Management strategy is risky since, being insufficiently 

independent, C31 has to rely on stronger partners and is hereby conditioned.  

5.4.3 Creative Mentorship 

Creative Mentorship (CM) is the first mentorship programme in Serbia addressing personal 

and professional development of upcoming leaders in the fields of culture, creative industries 

and education. It aims to promote mentorship as a way of life-long learning and exchange of 

knowledge and experience between an established professional, the mentor, and an emerging 

professional, the mentee. 

CM’s goal is to contribute to the development of society based on knowledge, culture and 

creativity, by using mentorship as a method of investment in leadership skills of promising 

and committed professionals in the cultural and educational sectors. 

http://www.creativementorship.org/km/en
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CM’s idea of mentorship is largely inspired by the Swedish mentorship model, which is 

characterized by a direct access to, and the presence of a mentor in a person’s professional 

development, regardless of the previous lack of contact between the individual and the 

mentor. 

CM is actually a single project pursued by the agency Bizart Pro, founded, owned and 

directed by Dragana Jevtić. She is also a project manager in CM, working together with 

Višnja Kisić – the project coordinator, plus three external collaborators, four volunteers and 

one intern. The project itself was conceived and initiated by the so-called ETC Group, an 

informal, multi-disciplinary group comprised of 11 culture and education professionals from 

Serbia. The group members include artists, curators, educators, cultural managers, 

researchers, and experts in socially responsible entrepreneurship. The members gathered in 

2011 during the SI’s project Creative Society, implemented by the Embassy of Sweden in 

Belgrade and the Museum of Science and Technology. Thanks to the group members’ 

enthusiasm, knowledge, volunteering efforts and faith in the value of mentoring shown 

through various workshops and study trips in 2012, the CM project has been designed and 

launched in November 2012. ETC Group members are: Maša Avramović, Andrej Bereta, 

Dragana Jevtić, Zorana Đaković, Višnja Kisić, Đorđe Krivokapić, Slavica Marković Sandić, 

Itana Miljanić, Mirjana Odić, Marko Radenković and Dragana Tomić Pilipović. Alongside 

Višnja and Dragana, both Maša Avramović and Marko Radenković have been interviewed 

for the purposes of this research and their organizations are analysed as case studies in this 

chapter. The project is additionally supported by the Advisory Board, which consists of eight 

members in total (including Helene Larsson and two members of the ETC Group). 

CM’s peculiarity is that the agency BizArt Pro was created after Helene Larsson’s departure 

because CM’s thus far only donor, the Swedish Embassy, no longer had the budgetary and 

human resources to manage the project. The idea was therefore to transfer the project’s 

ownership to a local organization, which would then continue to develop it and eventually 

take over full ownership. CM for the moment is the only BizArt Pro’s project, and if it wasn’t 

for the former, the latter wouldn’t otherwise exist at all.  

While CM is on its way to become a programme, so far it has only been a pilot project, 

realized completely in 2012 and 2013, and still entirely supported by the Swedish Embassy, 

which had applied for funds with the SI on CM’s behalf. However, after Helene Larsson’s 

departure the Embassy realized that it no longer had the capacities to support CM without the 

http://www.swedenabroad.com/en-GB/Embassies/Belgrade/Current-affairs/News/Promotion-of-a-Creative-Society-with-Creative-Ideas/
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budget amounts that were available during her mandate. Therefore, given the SI policy on 

collaborating with foreign organizations only through a local, Swedish, partner, it was 

evident that CM would have to change the approach. The new circumstances became even 

more obvious after the SI rejected two CM’s applications during the spring and summer of 

2014, arguing that the project was not in line with the SI’s objectives for its Creative Force 

programme, and that the project itself is not sustainable if the support was expected only from 

the SI. 

It was obvious at this point that CM had to reformulate the project to address the conditions 

imposed by potential donors, who sought a regionalization of the project and a broader pool 

of beneficiaries. The other option was to downscale
31

 the whole project, since the budgeting 

was limited. So far CM has managed to attract funds only from The Headley Trust, the 

foundation dealing inter alia with the preservation of cultural heritage in South Eastern 

Europe. The Trust conditioned the donation to a proportionate number of mentorship 

programme participants originating from the cultural heritage branch: the donation 

represented 20% of the project’s budget at first and the expectations were that the 20% of the 

participants would also be experts from this field. However, due to CM’s decision to 

downscale the project in order to become more self-sustainable (by diminishing the number 

of participants and the costs of the external activities), the Headley Trust’s donation was 

suddenly sufficient to cover  65% of the budget needs, so as to keep the project going until 

September 2015. However, the number of participants from the cultural heritage field 

remained the same as before and thus amounted to 50% of the total number.  The project’s 

course is so far sustainable and evident until September 2015. CM’s team is positive that the 

remaining 35% of the budget will be covered through donations obtained through the 

advisory board, alumni and embassies, so as to ensure project’s life until December 2015.  

While CM’s team presently relies mostly on personal motivation and enthusiasm: almost 

every team member has other sources of income and is taking part in the project because of 

their personal belief in the project’s ideals and overall cause. The project itself has not been 

generating any profits yet. However, this situation is due to change shortly in order to 

increase the project’s sustainability chances. 

                                                 
31 Downscaling can be seen as one of the AQM programming and organizational competitive strategies listed in 

the chapter 3.2 

http://www.sfct.org.uk/the-headley-trust/
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CM is also characterized by its large overhead expenses (administration costs and human 

resources) which are particularly difficult to quantify precisely. CM’s structural funding 

would have to be redefined because the donors usually approve only up to 30% of the total 

budget for overhead expenses.  

CM plans to address the need for more funds through events such as donation dinners. The 

team also hopes that the current support from The Headley Trust as well as the previous 

support from the SI can give enough reputation and credibility to CM and hereby attract other 

donors. Additionally, possible partnerships with big foundations or institutions (like The 

Rockefeller Brothers Fund does for Slavko Ćuruvija Foundation) could give more visibility 

to CM and secure a more sustainable source of funding. Team members intend to engage 

more deeply in fundraising activities, as a result of additional human resources they have at 

their disposal. The project also plans to boost its visibility through an improved 

communication strategy managed by the additional person employed by the project. 

Moreover, CM plans to exploit its advisory board’s contacts with the private sector to secure 

additional funding by companies and organizations who share CM’s principles and ideas. 

Another tool envisaged by CM is the use of human resources as “in kind” budgetary 

contributions: in other words, CM hopes to build enough capacities within its core team so as 

to reduce the need to engage external collaborators in the future. Apart from the 65% of the 

secured budget and the above mentioned in kind support, the rest will hopefully be 

compensated through in kind partnerships – i.e. with the help of people who would provide 

trainings, help with PR, the homepage, etc., especially now that the PR and internet activities 

are minimalized in order to cut costs. 

When it comes to the diversification and linkage strategies, CM is in the process of 

brainstorming whether other target groups could be included in the project which is more and 

more evolving into a programme. Possible networking options to secure CM’s sustainability 

include (a) Nova Iskra and the mentioned residency programme organized by the SI and the 

Embassy of Sweden in Belgrade; (b) Pamela von Sabljar and her summer camp on 

mentorship for children and/or teenagers; (c) Branimir Brkljač, member of CM’s Advisory 

Board, and his school for entrepreneurs in Mokrin. Other possible partners in MC’s future 

programmes of both personal and professional development are (a) the team’s initial trainer 

Lotta Lekvall and her organization Nätverkstan within a SI/EU project; (b) Marie Abild, a 

life & business coach and an important member of the MC’s Advisory Board; (c) Pamela von 

http://www.rbf.org/
http://www.rbf.org/
http://www.slavkocuruvijafondacija.rs/en/
http://www.novaiskra.com/sr/programs/create-residence
http://dng360.se/camps/
http://terrapanonica.com/
http://www.natverkstan.net/
http://www.marieabild.com/
http://pamelavonsabljar.se/en/
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Sabljar, a self-awareness coach; (d) Cultural Heritage without borders, with whom CM is 

planning to apply for SI and/or EU seed money to start capacity building activities and 

establish a broader regional mentoring program. 

Taking into account all the possible paths that the CM programme could take, it is also worth 

mentioning that the “engine” team has slightly changed since the time when interview was 

held last spring. The co-founders Dragana Jevtić and Višnja Kisić are now working as 

director and development manager respectively, while a new colleague, Tatjana Nikolić, is 

now employed part-time as coordinator. 

Generally speaking, cultural sustainability means transmission of cultural values from one 

generation to another. In the CM context one can speak of the sustainability of the idea, of the 

programme or of the cultural actors. In this respect, CM’s work can be presented through 

workshops, lectures or methodologies in order to engage even other cultural/diplomatic actors 

and prompt them to further cooperate or develop their own programmes. For example, the SI 

wants to use CM’s methodology and engage other Swedish embassies worldwide into 

implementing the mentorship module on local cultural scenes of respective countries, while 

the British Council in Belgrade is due to include CM as one of the lecturers at a conference 

organized together with The Headley Trust and Heritage without Borders charity. The SI has 

asked CM to sign a consultancy contract to help them write a methodology which they will 

offer to their embassies around the world as a public diplomacy tool, as well as for the alumni 

and various leadership programs.  CM plans to draft the methodology and present a movie 

about project drafting by the end of 2014. Next, CM plans to work on exporting its 

cooperation model to other countries (such as Turkey for instance) where Swedish Embassies 

have manifested a strong interest to develop cultural cooperation programmes. 

CM’s experience showed how important it is that, on one hand, a project addresses a need 

within society and that, on the other, the actors involved feel that they are part of a process 

which is useful and meaningful for society. In other words, the analysis of CM’s case 

confirms that a decisive component of a project’s success is programme relevance, a factor 

which other interviewees also pinpointed as crucial. 

When speaking of the impact on the community, there is enough room to praise CM for the 

idea of the constant “giving back” to the society. The gain is, actually, in what persons 

belonging to different generations, professional fields and personal backgrounds have to give 

http://pamelavonsabljar.se/en/
http://heritagewithoutborders.org/projects/south-east-europe-cultural-heritage-exchange/
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to one another. Regardless of the different layers of society they belong to, they can be 

brought together without expecting anything in return except to exchange experiences with 

innovative methods, share their knowledge of new trends, or acquire new technological skills.  

In this respect the idea of CM can be seen as social engagement, which is one of the 

cornerstones of the cultural sustainability. 

Impact of the Swedish Cultural Counsellor 

Helene Larsson and the Embassy of Sweden in general were crucial for the establishment of 

CM’s concept and its realization. Helene Larsson gathered the team, but gave it enormous 

freedom as well. Even though she hadn’t seen the ETC group at first as someone who would 

start the mentorship programme in Serbia, she supported the idea immediately, provided the 

team with training and taught them how to believe in the process. She took the responsibility 

to help it in any way possible (she still does that as much as she can). 

The biggest gain with her post was not just her way of work, but also her personality: she 

didn’t just represent her country’s culture – as most of the other cultural attachés, but 

developed partnerships that should sustain even after her mandate ended. Even though she 

doesn’t work at the Embassy any more, she still supports the team from Sweden through 

regular contacts, shown interest and recommendations. Larsson’s social skills and 

entrepreneurial spirit didn’t contribute only to encounters between Serbian and Swedish 

cultural workers, but to the local partnerships as well – many Serbian cultural workers have 

met thanks to her. Through her work, the Embassy didn’t just finance the project: it 

connected people and taught them new work methodologies. 

However, it became obvious after Helene’s departure that the substantial financial support 

actually depended on her presence in Serbia and that the situation had changed. Many 

interviewees agree that her persona, more than anything else, exerted a huge leverage with 

potential donors. Nowadays, with Helene Larsson gone and the Embassy’s capacities 

diminished, certain doors are harder to open in Serbia. The credibility with the donors is not 

the same anymore and certain social connections are harder to achieve. CM feels that both the 

institutional and the financial support have diminished with the Cultural Counsellor out of the 

picture, because CM is not self-sustainable in any way – for now, although the continued 

contacts and consultations with Larsson in Sweden have contributed to the project’s further 

development. 
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5.4.4 Nova Iskra 
 

Together with KC Grad, the design incubator Nova Iskra (NI) is another bright example of a 

self-sustainable platform on the Serbian independent cultural scene, shaping the Belgrade 

neighbourhood of Savamala – again, together with KC Grad and other hotspots like Mikser 

House, for instance. NI is a unique meeting point of the emerging creative professionals and 

forward-thinking business. As it is stated on the organization’s website, NI manages design 

and employs innovation in order to discover new values in the fields of creative business, 

education, social improvement and empowerment of local communities. Its multifaceted 

platform embraces the design process as a starting point for developing problem-solving 

ideas, projects and services by assigning them with tailor-made, transdisciplinary teams 

comprised of leading experts, professionals and creatives. 

The idea of NI was conceived as early as 2010, but it was not before 2012 that the 

organization was founded. Together with its director and the interviewee in this research, 

Marko Radenković, NI consists of 9 members of the leading team (incl. 3 legal entities), 25 

registered members and about 250 freelance creatives in the so-called Design Hub. Already 

from its early start, NI was thought of as an organization dealing with the projects connected 

to culture, education and art, which are being made possible through realization of more 

commercial projects. This form of sustainability was immediately obvious for the team, since 

the experience on previous engagements showed that the projects which are socially engaging 

are not so commercial normally and that the period of fundraising for them is much longer. 

However, the team members are basing the entire work on their inner beliefs and on their 

own concepts – their projects are not donor-driven and are hereby not subjected to 

conditioning from partners or donors.   

That’s why it is precisely the socially engaged projects such as New Classroom 

(improvement of educational conditions in the primary schools through a new design of 

classrooms) and Creative Social Business Serbia (local producers in cooperation with the 

local designers) that are the most important projects for the team, but they are still being 

developed since they require a lot of funds which take a lot of time to collect. 

When it comes to the cooperation with the Swedish Cultural Counsellor, it could be said that 

NI and Helene Larsson have cooperated from the organization's early beginnings. It was 

actually Marko Radenković who was invited to work as a co-moderator within the Creative 

http://www.novaiskra.com/en
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Society project in 2011, at about the same time when the idea of Creative Mentorship started 

to evolve – with Marko being the member of the ETC group, as stated earlier. Although it 

became officially opened in December 2012, NI was also a partner at Sweden@Mikser 

during the spring of 2012, when the Embassy of Sweden supported various initiatives at the 

Mikser Festival regarding design, architecture and ethnology
32

, where NI took part in the 

workshops lead by the Swedish designer Mia Cullin. 

After Helene Larsson had left Serbia, she announced that the Embassy’s remaining budget 

could be used for further support of, among others, NI’s projects, and she introduced NI to 

the Swedish designer Samir Alj Fält
33

, who held a workshop at NI in June 2013. Also, 

through the study trips to Sweden with the ETC group, Marko Radenković got the 

opportunity to get in contact with other Swedish designers, so the cooperation continued and 

evolved into a partnership between NI and the Embassy of Sweden at the Smart Living 

Challenge competition supported by the SI. But, it has to be emphasized that all these 

encounters and contacts were made possible through Helene Larsson who – although not 

working at the Embassy anymore – served as a helpful link and a valuable resource in 

Sweden, very much engaged and willing to help (at the time working at the SI). Through the 

Smart Living Challenge workshops held at NI in March 2014, the organization made firmer 

connections with the design hubs and parks throughout Sweden, while the Embassy 

recognized NI as a local partner, with complete production capacity. After that the 

cooperation between the Embassy and NI continued to work in both ways, towards each 

other.  

NI has a lot of its own initiatives which are being regularly presented to both Helene in 

Sweden and to the Embassy in Belgrade, namely Slavica Marković Sandić. Thanks to those 

connections, NI has established cooperation even with the Nordic Business Alliance. NI sees 

the collaboration with the Nordic countries as something natural due to the common interest 

in design. That is how the initiative of the exchange of Swedish and Serbian designers came 

to place and from this idea, the programme Create in Residence got developed last summer. 

Having in mind the fact that the SI is more and more supporting the residence projects in 

general, it is of no surprise that this initiative got developed and fully financed by the 

Institute. Also, EUNIC has residencies in focus this year as well, so it is obvious that the 

residencies are “hot topic” these days. Helene realizes that, and she wants to work with local 

                                                 
32 http://mikser.rs/en/partners/ 
33 http://novaiskra.com/sr/news/poziv-za-ucesce-u-radionici-samir-alj-failt-svedska 

http://festival.mikser.rs/
http://www.miacullin.com/
http://designlabskarholmen.se/
http://2014.smartlivingchallenge.com/ideas
http://2014.smartlivingchallenge.com/ideas
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partners she had already cooperated successfully with earlier. Create in Residence is a pilot 

project that includes even the writers’ residence through the engagement of the organization 

Krokodil, and the success of the project remains yet to be evaluated. The launching of the 

project took place at NI quite recently, on September 4
th

 2014. Through the contacts provided 

by the SI and Iaspis
34

, NI has widened the network of the Swedish partners, which is very 

important for the further sustainability of NI’s collaborations with the Swedish designers. 

Although the sustainability of NI in general doesn’t depend solely on the cooperation with the 

Swedish partners, the established contacts are valuable and they contribute to NI’s general 

effect as the organization.  

Factors of sustainability 
 

Serbia is no longer considered an endangered country so the foreign donations are 

diminishing accordingly. The work here is considered to be done – the transition has passed. 

All this implies that one should forget about the donor-driven projects and look for more self-

sustainable models of existence; NI is doing that through commercial projects, using the 

skills and resources of its team and the whole network built around NI. 

The team is sustained through the ongoing projects, while the organization itself is being 

supported through the co-working activities and the registered memberships of the so-called 

Designers Lab. NI was forced to find new ways of functioning and organization in order to 

survive. Also, the Creative Hub consisting of 250 freelance creatives who can use NI’s 

resources for free is available as NI’s resource in return, when needed. In this way, NI has the 

whole production machinery at disposal which can be offered as a complete service to the 

clients, but at the same time provide job to the unestablished creative workers within the Hub. 

This way of work is specific for NI, and the clients appreciate this. The dependence on the 

local market is seen as the necessity through which the organization can earn funds to pursue 

other, socially engaged goals – today’s reality is reflected through this subtle balance. NI tries 

to stress the benefit before awareness when initiating partnerships, but will simultaneously 

emphasize the intention of sharing knowledge and skills at all times, which many of NI’s 

partners recognize and appreciate and want to contribute by themselves as well. 

NI is not supported through donations but relies on strong and sustainable partnerships – 

mostly from the private sector, independent from any political involvement. Partnerships 

                                                 
34 Iaspis – Swedish Visual Arts Fund’s international programme commissioned to support international 

exchange for practitioners in the areas of visual art, design, craft and architecture 

http://www.konstnarsnamnden.se/default.aspx?id=11330
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have to be complementary with regards to the mutual goals and activities and should aim for 

the exchange of knowledge and expertise, but even when the goals are not completely 

mutual, one should always keep in touch. The organization values also strategic planning and 

regular self-evaluation as one of the key factors of survival. 

Very much like other participant of the case studies, even NI considers programme relevancy 

as something crucial for the development. Relevancy implies the organization’s contribution 

to the local context and to the society in general, but also that the financial support could be 

secured. However a project is innovative and progressive, if there is no understanding that 

could support the idea, the projects is doomed to fail. When NI has an idea of a project, they 

tend to investigate who would be interested in the realization of the project and that is how 

the partners are being found – it is NI that is proactive and takes the initiative. Timing plays 

also an important role when there is a possibility for a project to grow into a more sustainable 

activity. NI tends to develop partnerships in a sustainable way, with the notion that the 

cooperation will continue even in the future. It is through partnerships that one can reach 

certain programmes that would otherwise be unreachable – for example, EU funds – but no 

partnership should condition NI in such a way to give up its own beliefs and values. 

Unfortunately, the local funds don’t support partnerships in any way, unlike in the rest of 

Europe. 

Dedication, consistency, long-term thinking, a sense of mission, sincere motivation – all of 

that is important for a programme development. One should think long-term and not be 

burdened by the current results; even if it sometimes takes several years to realize a project. 

When speaking of the cultural sustainability, NI again underlines the understanding of the 

local context and the importance of the engagement for the community. It is the local impact 

that matters the most. It is also very important to feel good about what one does. The sense of 

security is achieved through the team spirit and a good state of mind, i.e. more through inner 

aspects than the outer. 

Impact of the Swedish Cultural Counsellor 

Very much like the other interviewees’ impressions of the Swedish Cultural Counsellor, even 

Marko Radenković regards cultural diplomacy in general as an act of an individual in 

surroundings that is not his/her own, and as openness for modifications when applying one’s 

knowledge and experience into a new environment. Speaking of Helene Larsson, she was 
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very open in that sense. She could connect the local cultural scene actors that hadn’t known 

each other before, and not just among themselves, but to the policy/decision makers and the 

representatives of the public sector, where the independent scene didn’t have so much 

approach before. She could spot a good quality staff immediately and she insisted on 

connections between the individuals, regardless which authority or sectors some of them 

represented – it was the individuals and their skills that mattered. She valued a good approach 

and she could make good judgements about people based on that.  

The Swedish support was above all institutional, agrees even Marko, but even the financial 

support was very concrete and project-oriented. It was valuable because it provided 

credibility and recognition for the organization, which was very motivating and stimulating 

for NI. This support opened many new contact possibilities and perspectives. 

Ever since Helene has left Serbia, NI’s activities connected to Sweden have been increasing, 

based on the trust that had been built during the previous 4 years and NI’s proactivity. The 

capacities at the Embassy are smaller now, but the platform of local contacts which now 

exists thanks to Helene is enough to maintain every now and then in order to keep the 

cooperation sustainable. Of course, it was not only Helene that made these cooperations 

possible. It is obvious that it was the Embassy team that supported Larsson’s activities in 

Serbia, and which continued to maintain the cultural cooperation even after her mandate had 

expired. It is not up to the Embassy to be responsible for the sustainability of the networks. It 

is the local organizations that should be proactive and communicate with each other 

regularly, without intermediaries. 

There is no difference in the relationship between NI and the Embassy now that Helene is 

gone. The trust is built and the whole cooperation is performed in a very open and flexible 

manner, as always. 
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5.4.5 From the community activists to the creative industries – Impact of the new 
programme scheme in Serbia’s wider cultural field 
 

As announced earlier, there are some organizations that took part in this research – the 

organizations that didn’t have so intensive collaboration with Helene Larsson or the Embassy 

of Sweden, but that have been influenced by the Swedish/Scandinavian values in such way 

that these values affected their way of work nevertheless. These organizations’ sustainability 

“tricks” are worth mentioning in this paper because of their overall perspective on the cultural 

sustainability and the reasoning behind their social engagement. 

For instance, the collective ŠKART has been collaborating with the Swedish organization 

Intercult ever since 1998, when Intercult noticed ŠKART’s engagement in a theatre 

production at the Centre for Cultural Decontamination. Through various projects with 

Intercult ŠKART made a lot of international contacts, which increased their sustainability in 

general, but the collective has never cooperated with the Embassy of Sweden or Helene 

Larsson, apart from the graphic design work on Larsson’s publication This is Not a Report – 

Cultural Exchange Sweden/Serbia 2009-2012 at the end of her mandate in Serbia. 

However, locally, ŠKART members pursue their activities solely on voluntary basis, pro 

bono, out of sheer sense of content for being able to produce and publish art works and incite 

others as well to do so. The main source of the collective’s self-sustainability is actually the 

craft of graphic design – it is their commercial projects that provide financial support for 

what ŠKART genuinely wants to work with. Connecting the local community with art 

production is actually the collective’s main goal, especially if the community is otherwise not 

professionally engaged into any kind of arts– for example: children, pensioners, housewives, 

amateur singers, etc. The impact that this little collective has on different communities is 

huge since it involves a large number of participants, although not measurable. The craft of 

graphic design is used as a useful tool in the art production as well, but it normally has only 

commercial purpose – although the collective never engages into projects that are 

ideologically in any conflict with ŠKART’s values.   

In these respects ŠKART has a lot in common with Nova Iskra – using creative industries 

both as a means of support and as one of the main tools in arts production, pursuing personal 

ideological agendas without compromise. ŠKART’s most sustainable initiative so far has 

been the monthly poetry festival Pesničenje, or the so-called Poetree, that ended in December 

2013 after 5 years. According to the festival’s founders, the festival was about the “poetry for 

http://www.intercult.se/
http://www.czkd.org/
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everyone, and from everyone”, which was exactly the reason why the festival sustained for so 

long without almost any source of income. The only material value that existed at the festival 

was the entrance fee which was used for the publication of the poetry book given to the 

guests of the next festival. No one ever earned any profits from it – the aim was the 

performance itself, and the poetry publications each month. The activity sustained for so long 

thanks to the perpetually increasing interest of the audience. It stopped because the theme 

was exhausted, while the increased interest started to condition the layout of the festival – 

which threatened to jeopardize the founders’ independence and freedom.  

Although the Pesničenje initiative has never been supported by the Swedish organizations, it 

is the values that ŠKART members acquired through the perpetual international 

collaborations and the experience with Intercult that helped them in their work locally, which 

Dragan Protić and Đorđe Balmazović cared to share during their interview: “The Swedish 

way of work is exactly this practice of continuity and networking, leaving your trace in the 

micro-community. (…) The experience we gained with Intercult we used later in Pesničenje – 

we learned to mix all the possible ingredients into a new kind of art, i.e. to make crossovers.”  

In an environment where the financial component is one of the key factors of survival – 

something that is generally applicable to all cultural organizations, not only in Serbia – 

ŠKART has chosen not to include that component as something that determines a project’s 

success. The collective would work only with what they have a keen interest in, and would 

develop ideas around it. They never applied for funds, but on the other hand, they were not 

forced to do that, since they chose not to live off the cultural projects. In a world they created 

for themselves and the people around them – the main currency is trust, helping each other 

out and solidarity. The truth is that a lot of projects in Serbia can be realized using each 

other’s technical equipment, premises, human resources. This, of course, doesn’t mean that 

one should give up from the foreign donations and project applications – but one should be 

completely ready to realize one’s idea completely on one’s own, “with a little help from the 

friends”. When others recognize the idea and its value, they will naturally gather and 

contribute. This experience resembles the one described by the C31 team – that piloting at all 

costs is crucial and that risks sometimes have to be taken in order to pursue one’s idea.  

Another organization taking part in this research is Stanica, or Station | Service for 

contemporary dance. This organization has had an intensive contact with Helene Larsson, but 

it was actually only through a one-time project when Stanica was supported by the SI through 

http://dancestation.org/
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the Embassy of Sweden – being one of the partners at the Nomad Dance Academy that 

participated in a visiting program/residency in Sweden in 2010. The program focused on 

contemporary dance and its conditions, as well as the organization and financing of 

contemporary art in Sweden. Stanica was also one of the partners for the cooperation with 

Hybris Konstproduktion (now Dilettant) in 2011. Nowadays Stanica doesn’t have active 

projects with the Swedish partners, but is thankful for the contacts that were made possible 

through the Swedish Cultural Counsellor. Although the organization’s sustainability is not 

always certain, Marija Cvetković Marković, Stanica’s director, relies too on good quality 

partnerships and a better communication between the sectors, especially between the civil 

and the public sector. Unfortunately, the material provided in the questionnaire for the 

purpose of this research doesn’t qualify Stanica to be analysed further in more detail, but its 

contribution to the estimation of the parameters of excellence will definitely be used for the 

comparative analysis in the next chapter, as well as ŠKART’s. 

Very much like Nova Iskra and Cultural Front, the entrepreneurial spirit of MIKSER is what 

makes this organization and its two main programmes (Mikser Festival and Mikser House) so 

successful although, as told by the founder Maja Lalić, its sustainability hangs by a thread 

month after month since the Mikser House’s rent is rather high due to its big space. The 

concept of the Mikser Festival that would gather the region’s creatives and the Mikser House 

as a central hotspot came actually from Maja’s university thesis. The festival itself is being 

supported through donations, sponsors and the ticketing system, while the Mikser House is 

supported mostly through commercialization of its resources – the premises are being sub-

rented for various conferences, the House’s bar and restaurant provide additional funds as 

well as the tickets for various events. Again, like Nova Iskra, MIKSER too has a multitude of 

socially engaged programmes that are being paid through its commercial activities.  

MIKSER cooperated with the Embassy of Sweden and its Cultural Counsellor at only one 

occasion, during the Sweden@Mikser programme in the spring of 2012, when Nova Iskra 

was one of the partners, see above. However, the relationship towards design and the idea of 

regional cooperation is what links MIKSER to Sweden and other Nordic countries. The idea 

of Scandinavian design is exactly what MIKSER is aiming for – to have a uniquely 

recognizable designer concept in the region, crossing the national borders, leaving the narrow 

perspectives. Thanks to Sweden’s participation at the Mikser Festival, MIKSER achieved 

precisely the fullness they were aiming for. Partially thanks to that intercultural cooperation 

http://www.nomaddanceacademy.org/
http://dilettant.se/
http://house.mikser.rs/
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the network of Young Balkan Designers has been formed as one of MIKSER’s most 

important projects, and the regional competition has been held for the fourth time already
35

. 

Gathered efforts from the organizations in the region similar to MIKSER can lead to a more 

concrete concept when talking about design as a national strategy – again, in this respect, 

Scandinavian model is used: design has been developed in accordance with the cultural 

policies of the respective countries, but also with the economic development and the legal 

framework of the region. The design in Scandinavia has been accepted as a part of culture 

and tradition, but also as a valid source of economy and prosperity. Serbia doesn’t have such 

strategy that could bring earnings to the country and this is where the organizations like 

MIKSER come. MIKSER’s ideas of connecting the designer work in the region come from 

the possibility that each country in the Balkans could give their own contribution for a mutual 

transnational strategy for the design in the region; contributions that could be mutually 

gathered and presented in different panel discussions. In such way the network of Balkan 

designers could act together at the leading events in the world, but also have bigger power to 

affect the national cultural policies, so the state could support such networks and professions 

one day. MIKSER hopes that such strategy would, through the regional cooperation, connect 

the cultural workers’ efforts with the business sector’s activities and the cultural policies of 

the state.  

In accordance with what other participants of the conversations related to this research 

concluded, MIKSER’s policy too is obviously based on meaningful partnerships and 

networks as the key to success and sustainability. MIKSER greets the support from the public 

funds, however small it usually may be, but sees the future in partnerships with the private 

sector, as Marko Radenković from Nova Iskra also pointed out. Private entrepreneurs, as 

donors or partners, make their own decision to support a certain initiative of the civil society 

and there is no harm in that, especially if they recognize the values that are worth supporting. 

It is then up to the civil society influence such entrepreneurs and engage them even more into 

the matters of the society. For example, Ceresit is providing the isolation for the facades in 

Savamala that MIKSER is working on by trying to improve and embellish the environment. 

Social engagement is seen as something necessary, something that the public services 

actually should do, but what on the other hand the civil society has taken over. In that way, 

members of the civil society are getting more into contact with the communities, altering 

                                                 
35 http://house.mikser.rs/sr/vesti/vesti/33/pobednici-konkursa----mladi-balkanski-dizajneri--- 
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their way of life, as it can be seen on the example of the dilapidated neighbourhood of 

Savamala, whose development is, among other factors, owed to the bloom of exactly the 

places like KC Grad, Nova Iskra and Mikser House. These kinds of cooperations are a clear 

proof that culture can be seen as the fourth pillar of sustainability. 

The team behind MIKSER is visionary and believes in a social change. They believe that the 

corporations’ money and power should be redirected to good things, coming into partnership 

with both the state and the citizens. Arts and culture have to achieve self-sustainability, while 

the corporations have to be motivated by a certain social contents in order to participate in the 

big change. The social basis is exactly the place where the private, civil and the public sector 

should meet and interact. 

It may be exaggerative to dedicate so many lines to organizations whose projects are by their 

origin not even a subject of this research, but it is nonetheless valuable to know about the 

positive sustainability experience of these collectives, especially if they have, at least 

partially, been under the Swedish/Scandinavian influence.  
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6. Parameters of Excellence and Factors of Sustainability 
 

As one of the aims of this thesis was to establish whether the intercultural programmes can 

sustain even without the support from Sweden, thanks to the organizations’ developed 

capacities and the excellence of their programmes, the relevant cultural workers were invited 

to participate in this research through, among other things, a survey. In order to remind the 

reader of the more detailed explanations which can be found in the chapter 3.2 regarding the 

Adaptive Quality Management, there are eleven parameters of programme excellence defined 

in the quoted textbook. Additional seven parameters, more related to HR and capacity 

building qualities of a cultural organization, were added to the list as possibly decisive for the 

sustainability and success of intercultural programmes. The complete list of parameters is 

given below, between the tables 1 and 2 in the next chapter.  

6.1 Reading the Parameters of Excellence 

The interviewed organizations had to assess level of fulfilment of the demands of each 

parameter (from 1 to 5) and to rank them by its importance for the sustainability in general. 

As any taxonomy in cultural sector, this one is also very arbitrary, but it gave possibility for 

further analysis and conclusions. Even Helene Larsson had the opportunity to rank the 

parameters based on their general importance and her ranking matched 4 out of 6 parameters 

ranked highest by the respective cultural workers: 
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 From the tables above it can be concluded that the parameters highly prioritized by the 

majority almost always matched assessment of their fulfilment in the project. The 

parameters that are equally important as such and judged as fulfilled in the analysed 

projects of the Serbian independent scene are (pink + blue coloured boxes): 

1. An innovative approach to programmes and to the methods of their realisation  

2. ‘Cultural quality’ and programme relevance 

3. Personal fulfilment and motivation 

4. The organisation’s contribution to stimulating creativity through innovations and 

openness towards young and unknown artists 

5. Leadership capacities 

 

The first three parameters in bold print are the parameters that were valued highest in all 

respects and by most of the voters (including Helene Larsson), so it can be fairly 

concluded that these parameters are definitely most deserving for a project’s success: 

innovativeness, relevance and motivation. Whether these parameters stand in any 

correlation with the sustainability – remains to be seen in the other part of this chapter, 

following the table nr. 3.  

 

 The parameters that were ranked as significantly achieved, but not considered crucial by 

all of the cultural workers were macro-regional and international cooperation and ability 

for local networking while long-term planning was considered a somewhat important 

factor by most of the interviewees, but was not equally achieved in their respective works. 

 The parameter that was widely (except for CF’s, NI’s and Helene Larsson’s opinion) 

considered irrelevant (marked green) for a project’s success was aesthetic excellence of 

the programmes, together with effects of decentralisation and PR/communication slightly 

lagging behind by the number of voters.  

 What is genuinely interesting is that the parameter that earned smallest achievement 

grades given by most of the interviewees was actually degree of a project’s self-

sustainability – which actually justifies this research at a great extent: although most of 

the interviewees (all but Creative Mentorship) consider self-sustainability to be 

moderately or extremely important for a project’s success, most of them consider it at the 

same time more or less poorly achieved, with the exceptions of Cultural Front – that 
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estimated that different projects at KC Grad had different levels of self-sustainability 

(hence the red markings for the grades between 2 and 5)  – and Nova Iskra – that 

considered its projects fairly self-sustainable. 

 Also, the lowest value for any achieved parameter haven’t gone below 2 (out of 5), which 

means that all of the parameters where at least partially relevant for the interviewed 

cultural workers. Only Creative Mentorship considered some of the parameters non-

applicable because they only had one project to analyse and couldn’t make comparisons. 

 Apart from the parameters that most of the organizations agree upon, there are parameters 

that attract only certain organizations, who meet at certain points of achievement, 

different from the others. The organizations that prioritize and act alike the most are 

actually the organizations that have the best sustainability experience in general: Cultural 

Front and Nova Iskra, if one should base one’s conclusion on the frequency of red and 

orange lines in the same boxes of the table above, but also looking at the organizations’ 

case studies. The notion of these organizations of what is important and what their 

projects/programmes have achieved corresponds in the largest number of aspects, 

compared to the other sparsely matched pairs. Apart from the above mentioned 

parameters that most of the organizations generally match at, Cultural Front and Nova 

Iskra meet even at the achieved aesthetic excellences of the programmes, the success in 

knowledge transfer, the importance of the general reputation and success of the 

organization, as well as on the level of importance of the project self-sustainability. 

Through the above analysis it has been concluded which of the parameters have been the 

most significant for the success of their voters’ projects. The question remains which of the 

factors given below, relevant for a project or organization self-sustainability, can match the 

excellence parameters so that conclusions and further recommendations can be made.  

6.2 The Views on Sustainability Factors 

The cultural workers were asked to list the factors of sustainability based on their own 

experience. They were not given any specific list nor had they had the opportunity to list 

these factors before they saw the parameters of excellence, which means that the lists below 

were produced spontaneously, without any prior consultation among the interviewees. That’s 

why it is very striking how much their opinions match, both when talking about self-

sustainability and the cultural sustainability. 
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Generally speaking, after the research had been done, the overall impression was that the 

interviewees agreed on many aspects of cultural and self-sustainability, jointly pinpointing 

the financial component as one of the most relevant sustainability factors – but certainly not 

the only one or the most important one. It could be said that the other major components were 

roughly concentrated around the notion of programme quality and relevance, the ideas of 

quality partnerships and the relationship towards the local community. Although the research 

involved, amongst other things, the use of “semi-indirect” questionnaires (without suggesting 

any answers to the participants), many interviewees spontaneously emphasized similar 

factors like trust, motivation, self-fulfilment, etc. as the most important fuel in the 

intercultural cooperation – which implies that abstract and more personal categories were also 

considered as factors of sustainability, smoothening the edges of the cultural 

entrepreneurship’s criteria and emphasizing the human factor. One more generalization could 

be drawn from this research: sustainability means continuity, whether it is the perpetual 

course of organization’s activities in general, or the development of individual projects into 

ongoing/recurring programmes.  

However, also in this part of research it is again obvious that certain organizations match with 

each other more than with others based on their views on success and sustainability i.e. they 

list certain factors as crucial whereas others haven’t come up with the same conclusion. The 

question is why. For instance, it was only Cultural Front and Nova Iskra whose values yet 

again matched. These two organisations have, among other things that the remaining 

organizations mostly agreed on, alleged planning, entrepreneurship and independence as the 

key factors of sustainability, which must have certain weight since these two organizations do 

sustain even if some of their programmes don’t. Planning means good organization, but also 
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time to diversify and organize programmes, secure funds and alike. It could be said that even 

MIKSER’s way of work is on the same page. 

On the other hand, this doesn’t mean that what is good for one organization necessarily 

means that the same thing is good for another – organizations like C31 and Creative 

Mentorship will find it hard to become self-sustainable in the same way as the previous two 

organizations for the simple reasons that their programmes are not so commercial and 

diverse. Also, the beneficiaries of C31’s and CM’s programmes don’t pay any commercial 

price for the type of the “services” given by them – while the case is quite the opposite with 

both CF and NI. Organizations like C31 and CM rely, on the other hand, on good quality 

partnerships, networks and programmes in order to succeed, with more or less challenges.  

Still, the possibility of some kind of commercialization and/or entrepreneurship shouldn’t be 

excluded – as MIKSER team pointed out, which CM too has lately realized. 

What meets the eye is the fact that most of the organizations had listed other factors that were 

significant solely for their own good, non-corresponding to the priorities of the others. CF has 

for example listed factors like audience’s interest and space as important for the development 

of certain programmes, since it is obviously the taste of the audience and enough room that 

dictate frequency and representation of the most popular programmes in KC Grad (such as 

Deli Mondays or Takeaway Fashion), making the programmes sustainable but also 

contributing to the sustainability of the organization. These priorities reveal an important 

entertaining/entrepreneurial feature of KC Grad, which in this sense can find similarities in 

works of both ŠKART and MIKSER, but of Stanica as well, since the sporadic lack of 

working space affects the organization’s work. Also, CF has realized with time that donor-

driven projects take more effort to evolve into programmes, if one should compare them to 

the programmes that develop almost effortlessly thanks to the general interest (thus direct 

funding through ticketing and beverage consummation) of the audience. Dependence on the 

donor’s frameworks often shifts the development of programmes in unwanted directions (for 

example, conditioning donations with unwanted partnerships or narrowing down funding to a 

period of time unsuitable for the beneficiary) so the general advice is to avoid such 

conditioning in situations where this is possible.  

On the other hand, C31 emphasized programme quality as a factor that attracts partners and 

donors, increases visibility and gains recognition for the organization and its expertise, 

making its programmes more sustainable. Both NI and CF, but even ŠKART and C31, 
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underline the power of trust in the turbulent cultural market of Serbia. In this sense, trust 

would mean good faith, but also solidarity, doing mutual favours and giving in-kind support 

for something that would otherwise bear significant costs (standard in more developed 

countries) – especially when talking about technical equipment, human resources and space. 

Modesty and risk-taking reveal C31’s strong willingness and motivation to realize the 

programmes “no matter of what”, proving the organization’s logic that financial component 

is very important but not decisive and that is the programme relevance and quality that will 

eventually attract the funds, even if that meant that almost pro bono piloting would be 

necessary at first. All of the participants, especially NI, have, however, agreed that such 

reasoning may work occasionally, but not for long and as systematic method, because it 

decreases stability and sustainability.   

Nova Iskra also emphasized the importance of communication, which sometimes mean that 

one should be rather proactive and approach potential partners with one’s own ideas, not 

waiting for the opportunity to come from faraway or be dependent in any way on the donor’s 

frameworks. Also, the assessment of good timing is crucial for taking initiatives, because 

sometimes all the other factors, however fulfilled they may be, won’t lead to a project’s 

success, if the timing is not right – and timing often means simultaneous correspondence of 

different other factors like economic, social or political situation in the country/region, 

intertwined with the needs of the community or the momentary capacities of certain partners, 

for instance. This implies that one should always try and be aware, i.e. have a complete 

overview of the current situation, which sometimes is not an easy task. 

Another conspicuous fact that can be read from the table above is that the team behind the 

Creative Mentorship programme hasn’t listed any factor which could be unique only for them 

nor have they listed innovativeness as a factor crucial for the development of the programme, 

which the others were in unison about. Also, the majority of other factors mutual to other 

organizations is lacking from the CM’s column. This phenomenon could be interpreted by the 

significantly smaller number of projects within the programme, which means less experience 

and thus less conclusions that could be drawn out of it, but it can also be a possible reason for 

the organization’s not so well established self-sustainability. 
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6.3 Matching the Parameters with the Factors 
 

The following comparison is made with the attempt to group the factors of sustainability into 

categories that would, where possible, match all parameters of programme excellence, be 

sometimes their synonyms, or at least derive from them in forms of different tactics and 

strategies. At some point one factor could match more than one parameter, while the final 

result shows that a small number of sustainability factors listed by the cultural organizations 

couldn’t find a single match among the parameters et vice versa (the last three rows in the 

first two columns).  

 

“[The organisation’s contribution to stimulating creativity] is directly related to cultural 

policy, in whose core we find the responsibility for the stimulation of, and care for, creativity 

in a given society. In most branches of art, this responsibility has been transferred by the 

government to institutions in the public sector (theatres, the philharmonic and other 

orchestras, museums of modern art etc.), or to the private sector in the case of the arts in 

which market operations are possible (publishing, music, film, media, fashion, design). At the 

same time, the civil sector tries to develop the areas of culture that remain uncovered by the 

state or private sector (experimental and alternative art in all domains, especially in collective 

arts such as theatre and film).”
36

 

                                                 
36 Dragićević Šešić, M. and Dragojević, S. (2005) Arts Management in Turbulent Times – Adaptable Quality 

Management, Amsterdam: European Cultural Foundation, Boekmanstudies, p. 166. 
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Although rated as a crucial parameter of programme excellence by most of the organizations, 

the contribution to stimulating creativity was not seen as decisive in any degree for the 

organizations’ sustainability. In a similar way, the role in shaping of cultural policies is not 

considered too significant for all the other organizations but Cultural Front and Stanica who, 

in turn, do take part in the Association Independent Cultural Scene of Serbia (ICSS), being 

also its co-founders, so it’s no wonder that precisely these two organizations find shaping of 

the cultural policies in Serbia important for the success of their programmes. 

Again, it is mostly CF and NI that suggested the sustainability factors that haven’t matched 

either their colleagues’ lists or the list of the excellence parameters. A factor like space is 

very specific for CF and its KC Grad platform, as it was explained earlier. Together with 

ŠKART and C31, both CF and NI emphasize trust while NI was adamant about relevance of 

timing. If one looks at the table number 3, it is obvious that these three organizations did 

come up with the majority of solutions and strategies that, one way or another, fall under the 

big AQM umbrella and correspond with the theory of Strategic planning and Long-term 

parameters and adaptable criteria and indicators of development. It remains thus to assess 

which organization is more prone to use which strategies, which organizations are more 

resourceful, but it can be safely said that the Cultural Front and Nova Iskra are peaking in all 

respects, especially Nova Iskra, who managed to “cover” all the factors of sustainability as 

any other organization in research, but to have even more other strategies of its own. 

After the comparison of results regarding the sustainability factors’ match with the excellence 

parameters had been made, it was clear that the importance of this parameter is significantly 

bigger than what the interviewees presented at the very end of the interview, ranking the 

parameters at the final conclusion of the conversation. Namely, the degree of self-

sustainability was not ranked as a crucial parameter nor do the organizations consider it 

reasonably fulfilled throughout their programmes. However, when talking about the 

sustainability of their projects and organizations in general, the cultural workers show a 

significant dedication to finding out strategies for the improvement of self-sustainability, by 

being more or less independent or conditioned.  

Besides the definitions and terms given by professor Šešić’s and Dragojević’s it turned out 

that other, suggested, parameters of programme excellence could also lead to programme 

sustainability (see the items in bold, table nr. 4). After the research has been done, it turned 

out that all of the seven suggested parameters (in short: communication, motivation, modesty, 

http://www.nezavisnakultura.net/index.php/sr-YU/
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networking, planning, reputation and management) were seen as the sustainability factors as 

well, sometimes even being defined by several factors at once. Also, out of 3 highest ranked 

excellence parameters, one of them belongs to the external seven parameters – motivation. 

Taking into account that these seven parameters belong to the world of HR and capacity 

building qualities, i.e. relationships within and outside the organization, maybe there is place 

to widen the theory of AQM in that direction and try and invest more into development of the 

human factor in order maintain the quality of programmes as well as their sustainability. 

The importance of the human factor as a cultural resource has also been pointed out in Vesna 

Đukić’s Država i kultura – Studije savremene kulturne politike
37

. Namely, the chapter 

number 4.2.4.1. about the strategy of diversification of the human resources in culture 

connects precisely the human resources strategy to the partnership strategy in order to create 

a new cultural system in the future and improve the knowledge and skills of the cultural 

policy creators and implementers. Even though this chapter deals mainly with the state 

institutions and the public sector, the highest recommended instruments actually concern 

interlinking between different sectors but also between the activities coming from different 

domains such as education, industries, tourism and international cooperation are, for instance. 

The evolving interdisciplinary studies in Serbia contribute to the widening of these 

perspectives which can be applied in practice in all sectors.  

This theory suggests that the private and civil sectors, which are not equally regulated and 

subsidized by the state as the public sector, but are on the other hand more market-oriented 

than the public sector, should join forces with the public sector and develop complementary 

markets. The more and more interdisciplinary educated staff will thus be able to place their 

cultural “products” in more diverse “markets”, bringing also to the diversification of funding, 

which will all in end increase the visibility and sustainability of their programmes.  

 

 

 

 

                                                 
37 Đukić, V. (2010) Država i kultura – Studije savremene kulturne politike, Belgrade: Faculty of Dramatic Arts 
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7. Against the Theory and the Research Questions 

What is left at the outcome of this research is to assess how these organizations are managing 

their activities strategy-wise, which of the factors valid for their sustainability correspond 

with the parameters of excellence, what role the organizations have in the overall cultural 

sustainability as well as to give answers to the research questions in general, especially the 

ones in relation to the impact of the intercultural collaboration. Much of it has, however, 

already been mentioned in the case studies, but a much clearer overview can be given here. 

For instance, if we look at the management qualities manifested in the strategic planning (the 

list below), we can conclude that certain strategies are more characteristic for some 

organizations while there are also strategies that can be generally applicable.  

1) Programming and organisational competitive strategies: 

• diversification of programmes; 

• diversification of resources; 

• increasing the volume of production and services: the 

organisation’s growth (increased number of personnel); 

• commercialisation of programmes and the spread of 

services; 

• audience development and market expansion; 

• programme-focused orientation/shrinking of the 

organisation (declining numbers of personnel); 

2) Quality achievement strategies: 

• support for quality development: achievement of 

excellence; 

• strategy of harmonisation with professional standards 

of operation; 

• securing (exclusive) licensing rights; 

• education and transfer of knowledge; 

 

 

 

3) Strategies of linkage: 

• orientation towards partnership/co-productions; 

• networking; 

• internationalisation; 

• decentralisation of activities; 

• inter-sectorial linkage; 

4) Strategies to engage the public: 

• positioning in the public domain and working 

towards public visibility; 

• lobbying and support-gathering strategies; 

• public commitment strategies and changes in the 

public space; 

5) Strategies to secure sustainability: 

• strategy of minimal self-sustainability; 

• merging strategy; 

• strategy of privatisation; 

• migration strategy; 

6) ‘Sunsetting’ (exit strategy): 

• strategy of dissolution, with the preservation of 

institutional achievements and collective memory. 

 

In that respect, the first group of strategies is recognized mostly in works of the Cultural 

Front and MIKSER, bulletin by bulletin – except maybe the last point regarding the shrinking 

of the organization. Also, diversification of resources, a powerful strategy that most 

definitely secures sustainability as a kind of leverage, can be noticed even with Nova Iskra’s 

methods of work.  

Next, C 31 accentuates the programme quality and relevance (strategy group nr. 2) as their 

key fuel, as well as Nova Iskra, ŠKART and MIKSER, but even Creative Mentorship, 
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especially when we talk about the knowledge transfer. Licencing and standardization are 

maybe something not so vital for the civil sector, except for C31 and Creative Mentorship 

and their efforts on the more and more widely acknowledged methodologies (museum and 

mentorship methodology respectively). 

Strategies of linkage are again something that all the organizations recognized as ultimately 

necessary, including Stanica, which developed a significant part of its work concept through 

networking (Nomad Dance Academy), but also as the co-founder of the Association ICSS, 

together with the Cultural Front. For more detailed lists of partners and types of networks, 

and reasons for entering the linkages, see the case studies chapters.  

Strategies to engage public are directly linked to the cultural sustainability. Whether it is the 

work with children and their notion of human rights and history, whether it is the museums as 

a new place for learning, or is it changing the neighbourhood, including different 

communities in artistic activities, affecting the cultural policies, connecting different sectors 

in order to achieve social change – it can be said that all of the organizations are in a way 

closely connected to the public discourse and the social engagement with the aim to leave the 

trace in the community and the environment through their inner and outer improvement. 

Some of the organizations could be more visible and marketed, like Creative Mentorship or 

C31, but in worlds where these organizations are active, their works are nevertheless 

recognized. 

Also, when talking about the cultural sustainability, it is not only the strategies, i.e. external 

aspects, that matter. A lot of the factors that the cultural sustainability may derive from are 

rather abstract, internal and personal. See the following key words offered by the cultural 

workers in order to get a clearer picture of what is important if one tends to maintain the 

cultural sustainability: beliefs, values, independence, contribution to the community, local 

impact and social engagement, innovativeness, feeling good, team spirit, trust, sharing 

knowledge and skills, and understanding of the surroundings and the potential co-

workers/partners/stakeholders. Most of them imply that it is again the human capacities that 

are the cornerstones of the cultural sustainability.  

When speaking of the self-sustainability strategies, again, the organizations’ resourcefulness 

gravitates towards certain trends, not having too much in common with the suggested 

strategies. Self-sustainability in their cases usually means some kind of commercialization 
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and entrepreneurship, or in-kind support and solidarity through partnerships and momentary 

partnerships.  Conversely, both this strategy group and the last – “sunsetting” strategy, would 

be generally more applied to the public sector, because of the implications of privatization, 

preservation of the institutional achievements, etc., so it is of no wonder that the 

organizations of the civil society have different strategies to achieve self-sustainability. It 

should also be mentioned that MIKSER considers the migration strategy as a very probable 

cross-linking strategy with the aim to maintain rather cultural sustainability than the self-

sustainability: MIKSER is ready to relocate its activities periodically, from one municipality 

to another, when and if necessary, so that different communities can be reached and equally 

engaged.  

Coming back to the parameters of programme excellence, another observation was made: by 

comparing the sustainability factors that could correlate with the parameters, it was 

established again that the Cultural Front and Nova Iskra are the absolute champions of this 

research
38

, by covering 12 parameters each (out of possible 18), presenting their sustainability 

strategies and factors that are relevant for their development and stability. C31 lags slightly 

behind with more than half of the matched parameters (10 out of 18) meritorious for the 

organization’s sustainability, while Creative Mentorship programme answers to only 6 out of 

18 parameters, each of them corresponding with all the other organizations’ at the same time 

(the Creative Mentorship’s seventh, additional, parameter matches though only with Nova 

Iskra’s priorities: success in knowledge transfer). 

This simultaneously means that these parameters are the top six parameters matching the 

sustainability factors as well, namely: effectiveness outside the focal point of activity, degree 

of a project’s self-sustainability, personal fulfilment and motivation, macro-regional and 

international cooperation, ability for local networking and lastly, ‘cultural quality’ and 

programme relevance. However, not all of them are actually the same parameters that were 

ranked highest when setting them against the programme excellence criteria (see the tables 

nr. 1 and 2 and the reading after that). If we compare the results, we will see that it is actually 

only ‘cultural quality’ and programme relevance and personal fulfilment and motivation that 

match highest with all the organizations at the same time, both when talking about their 

programmes’ excellence and their impact on the sustainability. This implies that, when 

talking about the sustainability, it seems that the parameters more related to interpersonal 

                                                 
38 See the table nr. 4’s third column, p. 69 
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contacts and the impact that a project can have both on its pursuer and the community are 

relevant. Again, the human factor is emphasized, unlike the programme excellence criteria 

where, as expected, the parameters more connected to creativity and innovations are relevant. 

Now, if we go back to the research questions and the chapter 2.2., we can confidently 

conclude and summarize – without having to repeat in detail too soon what is already stated– 

that an intercultural project’s sustainability depends on the above listed multitude of 

parameters, strategies and factors, with the special emphasis on motivation, innovativeness, 

linkage, programme quality and programme relevance. A project is definitely successful if it 

is sustainable – i.e. if it has progressed into an activity and, optimally, into a programme, with 

enough support and interest, in a suitable environment, in an extended amount of time. A 

successful project may be defined both by the quantity of immediate interest and the intensity 

of the acute reverberations after it had been carried out, but also by its relevance for the 

posterity and the new forms one such project may cause or affect. Also, strategic planning 

and the organization’s sustainability are in the direct connection to the project sustainability 

because both factors are a sign of highly ranked leadership capacities needed to keep a 

project/programme sustainable. Support to this statement is verified by the concrete outcome 

of this research since the interviewees did prove by telling about their way of work and 

presenting the “products” of it (for example, at their premises, on their homepages, in their 

publications, etc.). 

When speaking of the cultural diplomacy and the cultural exchange between Serbia and 

Sweden, the intercultural programme’s sustainability was affected by it mostly in a way that 

networking and partnerships significantly increased, both locally and internationally. Also, 

the organizations’ visibility and credibility before the policy and decision makers rose, 

offering them the possibility of affecting the cultural policies of the country. Multitude of 

Serbian-Swedish contacts had been established and the collaborations are continuing to 

develop, leading to new projects and programmes. Some of the programmes are taking new 

turns, sometimes even losing Swedish organizations and institutions as partners, but opening 

new horizons at the same time. Organizations’ capacities, social skills and resourcefulness 

may be essentially contributing to the further development of contacts with Sweden, since in 

reality – proactivity, study visits and mingling are the key to new opportunities. The Swedish 

Cultural Counsellor’s mandate was honestly political, but so much more too, inviting and at 

times eye-opening. However, evident short-term-ness of a counsellor’s engagement in a 
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country exiting a transition and still struggling to position itself in cultural spheres, both 

domestically and externally, implies that one should not rely solely on the foreign funding, or 

on anyone’s funding for that matter, but try and be self-sustainable and versatile as much as 

one can, and seek partnerships through international cooperation. Cultural diplomacy may set 

the base for such partnerships though. 

Helene Larsson’s way of work was very important for the local cultural scene in Serbia. She 

was very well aware of the local circumstances and she didn’t just follow the mainstream. 

She was very engaged with the local people. From the cultural diplomacy’s perspective, she 

wasn’t seen as a mere presenter of her country’s own culture, but as a connector and a 

capacity builder. Also, the development of independent scene, communities and the 

neighbourhoods through which the cultural scene has been spreading itself owes a lot to the 

overall presence of the Swedish Cultural Counsellor and the institutional support that was 

made available for the Serbian cultural workers (and even the co-founders of the Association 

ICSS) through the efforts of Helene Larsson. It appears also that being a cultural counsellor is 

more than a title, and that an engaging and versatile personality should stand behind the post 

as well in order to make it as influential as it could be. However, a temporary presence of a 

cultural counsellor should be taken for precisely what it is: a temporary presence, which 

should be taken advantage of in the best possible way, as a mentoring/consultancy experience 

and support that may lead to various strategies of a more lasting sustainability. There is no 

cultural counsellor in Serbia posted from Sweden any more, but the echoes of her 

engagement are still very palpable in the Serbian cultural sphere. And it is no longer about 

the Swedish Cultural Counsellor in the first place. The ones who wish to genuinely cooperate 

with the Swedish cultural workers, organizations and institutions are equipped with tools and 

are amidst the networks which enable them to do all that on their own. 

In the end, a question remains regarding Serbia’s own cultural diplomacy – could it jump 

from ad hoc actions to more systemic approaches, looking up to the examples given by the 

countries with established tradition of cultural diplomacy such as Sweden? 

Agreeing with the conclusions from Ljiljana Rogač Mijatović’s new book, it is above all 

important to recognize the need for the cultural and public diplomacy, and then to draft a 

strategy through which ideas, culture and narratives of Serbia would be promoted. Cultural 

diplomacy should continually be a part of Serbia’s foreign policy activities. Affirmation and 

promotion of the identity, cultural heritage, creativity and the scientific innovations, for 
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instance, can be vital factors of improvement of Serbia’s reputation worldwide, increasing 

trust related to our country’s international relations. Following the examples seen in the 

organizational chart of the Swedish cultural and foreign policy implementers, Serbia could 

define basic directions in which it would want to develop its own foreign and cultural 

policies. As a consequence, this would define necessary financial and organizational 

engagement more precisely, which is needed for the optimal presentation of Serbian culture 

and values abroad. Of course, it is important to decide which values and image about itself 

Serbia wants to export, but it still seems that our country is going through a harsh identity 

crisis. Hopefully, the adolescence phase can be fruitful by taking advantage of the examples 

applied in our country from abroad, exactly through the legacies of the foreign cultural 

diplomacies. In that respect, Sweden has been a good teacher and a “play pal”.   
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